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Copeland — English-Akkadian Dictionary

The ”Copeland—English-Akkadian Dictionary was compiled from the University of Chicago work: 
 “THE ASSYRIAN DICTIONARY OF THE ORIENTAL INSTITUTE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF 
CHICAGO, 1964, Published by the Oriental Institute Chicago, Illinois, USA and J.J.Augustom 
Verlagsbuchhandlung, Glückstadt, Germany. The 21-volume dictionary is made available as PDF files at: 
http://www.aina.org/cad.html (Assyrian International News Agency).  The following files were used in the 
preparation of this dictionary: 

Volume Pagination Date ISBN
Volume 1, A, part 1 xxxvi + 392 1964 0-918986-06-0
Volume 1, A, part 2 xx + 531 1968 0-918986-07-9
Volume 2, B xviii + 366 1965 0-918986-08-7
Volume 3, D xiv + 203 1959 0-918986-09-5
Volume 4, E xiv + 435 1958 0-918986-10-9
Volume 5, G xii + 158 1956 0-918986-11-7
Volume 6, H [Het] xiii + 266  1956 0-918986-12-5
Volume 7, I/J xv + 331 1960 0-918986-13-3
Volume 8, K xix + 617 1971 0-918986-14-1
Volume 9, L xx + 259 1973 0-918986-15-X
Volume 10, M, part 1 xxiv + 441 1977 0-918986-16-8
Volume 10, M, part 2 xx + 324  1977 0-918986-16-8
Volume 11, N, part 1 xxiii + 382 1980 0-918986-17-6
Volume 11, N, part 2 xxi + 357 1980 0-918986-17-6 
Volume 12, P xxx + 559  2005 1-885923-35-X
Volume 13, Q xxiv + 332 1982 0-918986-24-9
Volume 14, R xxx + 441 1999 1-885923-14-7
Volume 15, S xxiv + 428 1984 0-918986-40-0
Volume 16, S [Tsade] xv + 262 1962 0-918986-18-4 
Volume 17, S [Shin], part 1 xxviii + 492 1989 0-918986-55-9
Volume 17, S [Shin], part 2 xxviii + 453 1992 0-918986-78-8
Volume 17, S [Shin], part 3 xxxiv + 420 1992 0-918986-79-6
Volume 18, T xxx + 500  2006 1-885923-42-2
Volume 19, T [Tet] xxxii + 167 2006 1-885923-43-0
Volume 20, U/W xxxi + 411 2010 1-885923-78-3
Volume 21, Z xv + 170 1961 0-918986-19-2
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These documents are alphabetized as Akkadian-English. I needed an English-Akkadian document, and – 
finding nothing readily available—decided to convert the Akkadian-English files to an abbreviated 
English-Akkadian version.  The oi.chicago.edu volumes are amazingly detailed, showing the specific 
usages and texts where each word in the dictionary is used. The individual volumes range in size from 
about 200 pages to 500 pages, and as one will see in reviewing this complex oi.chicago work, the work is 
massive (Akk. “eŝqu”).  
     My need to prepare the English-Akkadian version has to do with my work in preparation of the 
“Etruscan Phrases Indo-European Table.”  This table began as a table that showed Indo-European 
leximes/cognates that coincided with the 2,500 words vocabulary I developed from examination and 
translation of over 600 Etruscan texts. Later, in preparation of this table it became apparent that there 
was a greater mission involved with the table, of reconciling Indo-European languages with other 
language groups, first Baltic, Uralic and Kartvelian, then finding a need to expand the listing of 
concording leximes to Hurrian/Urartian and subsequently Akkadian.  I refer those who are interested to 
begin with our Indo-European Table, Part 1, available at academia.edu or at maravot.com Etruscan 
Phrases, which is at:  
http://www.maravot.com/Indo-European_Table.html. 
     Professional linguists and novices will no doubt enjoy seeing common words still used today that may 
have been passed down through the Indo-European languages to English.  One of many words involved 
an old hobby I had, as I was an impressionist oil painter in Paris in the 80’s and applied gesso first to my 
canvass before applying the oil paints. Recently, I discovered that the Akkadian word for plaster, 
whitewash, gypsum is:  ”gaṣṣu.” 
     A note on the special letters used by oi.chicago.edu. ṣ = ”sh,” ṭ = a hard “t,” and ḫ =“ch.” Other more 
common characters are: š, ŝ, â, ā, ê, ē, ī, î, ū, û.  
     This, of course, is a work in progress, and, seeing the vocabulary develop and its implications, I 
believed others would like to use this English-Akkadian version. Once again, it was developed by me as a 
tool to reconcile--and inform--to the words in my Indo-European Table. As a side note, in this strange, 
unsettled age, involving the plight of Middle-Eastern nations and immigrants fleeing the horrors of 
merciless, (Akk. “gamālu”), unrestrained governments, and even persecuted by the government that 
hosts the Statue of Liberty, that among the first words in our American English-Akkadian Dictionary is 
“abandoned child.”  It may be that Sargon, the founder of the Assyrian/Akkadian Empire (2334 to 2279 
BC), who was apparently born an illegitimate son and who was discovered abandoned adrift in a basket 
(like Moses) on the Euphrates River. He is known for “creating the first multi-national empire in history” 
[<ancient.eu]. Today, the idea of certain governments is to purge those that do not conform to their 
likeness: an old, criminal idea tried by Hitler (who abhorred multi-nationals and enjoyed destroying 
them and their families.)  
     We thank the Assyrian government for making these Assyrian files available and encourage those 
who are curious about Iraq and Syria and their old foundations to visit www.aina.org. 

Mel Copeland 
8.05.18 
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Dictionary: 

abandon, to abandon, to desert, to leave, leave behind, to neglect, disregard, to leave something with 
or to a person, to entrust, to reserve, set aside, to leave behind, to leave to posterity, to leave a token 
remnant of land, to lend money, to bequeath, to divorce, to make out a legal document, to spare, leave 
out, to save, to be saved, to leave one another, ezēbu 
abandoned (child) ezbu, ezību 
above, on, beyond, el 
above, on, upon, over, to, towards, against, more than, beyond, at the debit of, on account of, eli 
above, over, upstream, apart from, in addition to, elēn, elēnu 
above, upward, elâniš 
absent oneself, to expel a person, go away, to remove an object, to be removed, duppuru  
abomination, villany, anzillu 
abundant, duššû 
abundant, numerous, dešû, deššû 
abundant, to become, make or be abundant, fertile, to provide abundantly, lavishly, dešû 
acacia, a kind of acacia,  ašāgu 
Acacia bush, shrub, ebītu 
acceptance of a case by a court, didibbû 
accordingly, thus, just as, appitti 
account, to make a final accounting? ahirtu 
accursed person, curse, arratu 
accuse, infect disease, to inflict diseases, join together, to be joined together, unite, support, tax, 
impose taxes, fines, load, land a boat, lean, to lean against, to reach, to cling to, to come in contact, to 
stand nearby, take cover, refuge, to place a lean upon or against something, to assign, mix, add up, 
meet, emēdu 
act, activity, evil magic, work, epēšu 
act, to act, be active, proceed, to permit (said of gods), is, happens, to treat person or thing, build, 
construct, manufacture, to practice witchcraft, perform a divination, a ritual, to plant, to cultivate, epēšu 
act, to act or do epēšu 
act, to perform an act, dibbuact, ritual, manufacture, evil magic, crew, construction, agricultural work, 
handywork, tillage, epištu 
addition, in addition, excess, in excess, loudly, outwardly, on high, on top, up, upward, upstream, eliš 
additional, in reserve, in excess, oversize, excessive, foremost, excellent, exaggerated, untrue, atru 
additional amount, excess, additional payment, fee, atru 
additionally, in addition to, beyond, besides, apart from, prep., elat 
additionally, exceedingly, in addition, atriŝ 
adjusted, cultivated, built on (said of a house), wrought, finished, epšu 
administration building, edulû 
adopt, to adopt a son, māru 
admitted, coming, ēribu 
adult, to become mature, eṭēlut 
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advance, attack, go, govern, rule, oppose, send a message, turn against person, confront, order, âru
advance, to advance against, to be put in order, to become successful, proceed, to be fitted out 
correctly, justice, to provide justice, dispatch, send, insure the correct performance of a ritual, to make 
do the right thing, thrive, to prosper, to inject an enema, clear up, to give birth easily, to charge (an 
enemy), straighten up, to  go straight toward, to thrive, to prosper, to be or become all right, to move 
the bowels, to proceed, to move straight ahead, to cause to move along a straight or correct course to 
prepare, to march on, to put or keep in good order, to set aright, to give correct decisions, ešēru 
advance on or continue a journey, to march in review ritual, to go through with a ritual, avert, transfer, 
to be transferred, to transgress, to be transgressed, to go beyond or exceed, to by-pass, avoid, move 
objects past, go overland, elapse, to cross, pass along (walking), to pass by, to pass through, to send on 
overland, to make pass on or proceed, to pass objects on, to hand over, to allow time to elapse, cause 
delay, to allow persons or boats to pass, etēqu 
adversary, gērânu 
adversary, foe, gērû 
adversary, gērû, in bēl gērȋ 
adversary in court, dabābu 
advice, instruction, muster, aširtu 
after, aḫrūn*arkat, arki 
after, behind, dāt 
afterward, arkīnišu 
afterward, backward, behind, arkiš 
afterward, behind, to the rear, arka 
afterward, later-on, arkāniš, arkānu 
afterward, soon after, arkītam 
afterwards, dātu 
against, above, on, upon, over, to, towards, more than, beyond, at the debit of, on account of, eli 
against, for, to, up to, toward, upon, from, ana 
agent, ālik našparti 
agitated, to fear, arāru 
agreement, dibbātu 
agreement, a type of formal agreement, adû 
agreement, gossip, lawsuit, legal case, matter, rumor, report, word, talk, dibbu 
agreement, to come to an agreement, to make mutual concessions, to perform a kind act, to act so as to 
please, to be obliging, to spare, save, gamālu 
agreement, to make an agreement, šalmu 
aggressively, war-like manner, dapniš 
agricultural implement? amandēnu 
agricultural implement, argukku 
agricultural work, handywork, tillage, construction, manufacture, crew, act, ritual, evil magic, epištu 
agricultural worker, amandēnu, used in ša amandēni 
aim, to take aim, wait for, own, attend to, belong to, look, to look at, look on with indifference, dagālu
Akkadian, akkadû, akkaditu (f.) 
alas, aja, aji, aju 
alas, woe! ahūla, aḫūlamma 
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alert, awake, dalpu, dalbu  
alert, to be alert, to alert, watchful, etēku 
all, every, entirety, any, gabbu 
allotment, esiktu 
all right, to be or become all right, to set aright, to march on, to charge (an enemy), to move straight 
ahead,  to inject an enema, to move the bowels, to put or keep in good order, to be put in order, to 
advance against, to become successful, proceed, to be fitted out correctly, to provide justice, dispatch, 
send, insure the correct performance of a ritual, to make, do the right thing, thrive, to prosper, clear up, 
to give birth easily, straighten up, to  go straight toward, to thrive, to prosper, to proceed, to cause to 
move along a straight or correct course, to prepare, to give correct decisions, ešēru 
all-seeing, *atmaru 
almighty, dandannu 
alone, ēdekku 
aloneness, ēdiššu 
aloneness, isolated, unattached, lone person, ēdēnu 
along with, now then, annūrig 
alternate, to change, to displace, to shift, to invert, to revoke terms, commands, retract, substitute, 
interchange, replace one another, to be revoked, enû 
allow time to elapse, to allow persons or boats to pass, delay, cause delay, hand over, proceed, to make 
pass on or proceed, advance on or continue a journey, to march in review, to go through with a ritual, 
avert, transfer, to be transferred, to transgress, to be transgressed, to go beyond or exceed, to by-pass, 
avoid, move objects past, go overland, elapse, to cross, pass along (walking), to pass by, to pass through, 
to send on overland, to pass objects on, etēqu 
aloud, to boot, elītam 
alum, gabû, in aban gabȋ 
Amorite, amurru, amurrītu (f.) 
amphora, an amphora, akūnu 
and, aššu 
anew, edišimma 
anew, adv., eššiš, ešsišamma, eššitamma 
angry, furious, terrible, awe-inspiring, adj., ezzu 
angry, terrifying, adj., galtu 
angry, to be angry, to flare up in anger, fuming with rage, agāgu, uggugu  
angry, agāmu, aggu  
angrily, aggiš 
animal, a wild animal, dumāmu 
animal, an animal, darūbu 
animal, an aquatic animal, amēl nāri 
animals, ašû 
annihilate, to annihilate, to bring to an end, to use up, to spend, to settle, to encompass, to control, to 
possess in full, to finish, to bring to an end, to pay or deliver in full, to use one’s full strength, to 
concentrate, to render a final verdict, to cause to spend, to give in full, to hold together, to be 
annihilated, ruined, to be brought to an end, used up, to be settled, gamāru 
annoy, to frighten, šūduru 
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antimony paste, egû 
any, all, every, entirety, gabbu 
anybody, ammannâ 
apart from, akla 
apart from, besides, ela 
apart from, prep., ezib 
apart from, in addition to, beyond, besides, prep., elat 
apart from, above, over, upstream, in addition to, prep. Elēn, elēnu 
apart from the fact that, conj., ezib 
apparel, piece of apparel, gadaru 
appear, to become visible, apû 
appear, to see the light, šamaš 
apple, a kind of apple, a cereal,  arsuppu 
appoint high priest, to appoint a high priest, našūt ēni 
apportion (lots), to draw, to make a drawing, to incise a relief, esēqu 
area, field, land, region, terrain, eqlu 
arm, forleg, dura’u 
arm (human), side, flank of an animal, wing of an army, bank of a river, shore of a sea, aḫu 
armed forces, army, executive power, ability, value, violence, strength, emūqu 
armor, coat of mail, apluḫtu 
armor, a kind made of leather, daššu 
army, armed forces, executive power, ability, value, violence, strength, emūqu 
arrange, to arrange, (with šûḫuzu), dājanûtu 
arrive, to bring something to enter a house, city, penetrate, to invade, to come (of taxes or months), to 
enter, to enter, to enter into the king or god’s presence, to return, to go home, erēbu 
arrogant, da’ișu 
arrowhead? (foreign word) apellu 
arrowmaker, ēpiš qanâte  
arouse from sleep, raise, clear away, remove, move, to move to another location, to make rise and 
depart, to collect taxes, to summon officials, call up workers, mobilize, lift up, call and dispatch soldiers, 
move troops into battle, to prompt, dekû 
ascend, to go up, go to higher ground, travel uphill, elû 
as far as, up til, up to, adi, gadu, qadu, ḫadu, ad 
ashes, ditallu 
as much as, whatever, ammar 
Assirian, from the city of Assur, aššurû 
as soon as, akkā’I, anāma, ašša 
as well, besides, in addition, moreover, furthermore, indeed, appūna 
ask, to request, to crave, desire, to be desired, required, erēšu 
aside, off, sidewise, awry. Separately, elsewhere, aḫītam 
ass, wild ass, araddu 
assault, to commit an assault? Rissu 
assign, to assign, to be assigned, esēhu 
assign, accuse, infect disease, to inflict diseases, join together, to be joined together, unite, support, tax, 
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impose taxes, fines, load, land a boat, lean, to lean against, to reach, to cling to, to come in contact, to 
stand nearby, take cover, refuge, to place a lean upon or against something, mix, add up, meet, emēdu 
assist, to give assistance, qātu, tappûtu, tillūtu 
astray, to go astray, ḫabātu 
atmospheric phenomenon, anquilu 
attack, to rush against, arāhu 
attack, go, govern, rule, oppose, send a message, advance, turn against person, confront, order, âru 
attend to, aim, to take aim, wait for, own,  belong to, look, to look at, look on with indifference, dagālu 
attention, to pay attention, uznu 
augur, diviner, observer of birds for divination pirposes, dāgil iššūre 
augur, to divine omens from a bird, iššūru 
aunt, aḫat abi 
aurochs, a fish, ditānu 
authority, lordship, etellūtu 
avert, transfer, to be transferred, to transgress, to be transgressed, to go beyond or exceed, to by-pass, 
avoid, move objects past, go overland, elapse, to cross, pass along (walking), to advance on or continue 
a journey, to march in review, to pass by, to pass through, to send on overland, to make pass on or 
proceed, to pass objects on, to hand over, to go through with a ritual, to allow time to elapse, cause 
delay, to allow persons or boats to pass, etēqu 
awake, adj., êru 
awake, to be awake, êru 
awake, to be or stay awake, be sleepless, work ceaselessly, to keep someone awake, harass, dalāpu 
awake, alert, dalpu, dalbu
awe, full of awe, ādiru  
awe-inspiring, angry, furious, terrible, adj., ezzu 
awe-inspiring, to inspire awe, to cause trouble, to scare away, to fear, to be or become frightened, to 
frighten, to be or become nervous or restless, to quiver, twitch, to have a premature emission, to inspire 
fear, or respect, galātu 
axe, an axe, agû, agasalakku, agasalikku, agasilikku 
axe, a type of axe, ārimānu 
back, erûtu 
backbone, spine, keel of a ship, battering ram part, eṣenṣēru 
back, rear, guarantor, future, later,  second, lower in rank, arkû 
back of a mountain goat or gazelle, armu 
backward, afterward, behind, arkiš 
bad, imperative, harsh, obstinate, tyrannical, thick, serious, savage, reliable, massive, legitimate, loud, 
steady, urgent, pressing, powerful, mighty, essential, dangerous, difficult, great, grave, fortified, fierce, 
binding, heavy, hard, solid, strong, dannu 
bag, to snare, ebēlu 
bake, to bake, epû 
baked, epû 
baker, ēpû 
balance, rest, remainder, pledge, divorce money, ezibtu 
balance? surplus? anzannu 
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band, a band, (foreign word), emutin 
band, a band, bandage, enišu 
band, rope, durru  
bandage, strap, e’al’u 
banquet, to arrange a banquet, qarêtu 
bar for locking doors, ēdilu 
barber, gallābu 
barber, king’s barber, ŜU.I.LUGAL 
barber of the market place, gallāb maḫīri  
barber, female barber, SAL. ŜU.I 
barber for sick people, ŜU.I. GIG 
bare the teeth, gnash the teeth, to rage, to be raging, gaṣāṣu  
barley ear, antu 
barley, qualifying barley, galburḫu 
barley storage, aldû 
barley thresher, dā’isu 
barren woman, ālittu, in la ālittu, wālittu 
base, ešdu 
base deed, to commit a base deed, gillatu, gullultu 
basketmaker, ēpiš qappāti 
basket-mender, ēdihu  
basis, base, foundation, habitation, duruššu 
battering ram part, keel of a ship, backbone, spine, eṣenṣēru 
battle, dirdirru 
battle, confusion, blurring of vision, ašītu 
battle cry, to raise the hue and cry of battle, tānuqāti 
battle, fray, ašgagu 
battle, onslaught, adammû 
battle, strife, (poetic term) anantu 
battle, to give battle, qarābu 
beam, amrû 
bead, a bead, spirru  
bead, egg-shaped bead, necklace of such beads, erimmatu 
bead or ornament, du’iltu 
bead, stone bead of specific shape, implement wooden part, hypogastric region (lower stomach), emšu 
bear, asu, dabû 
bearer, carrier, ābilu 
bearded, anadaru, darīru, darru 
beauty, darling, treasure, recommendation, prosperity, profit, grace, favor (divine) grace, gratitude, 
fame, fortune, good fortune, good luck, well-being, fortune, choice thing, dumqu 
beautiful, handsome, fine, good, pleasant, of good family, well-to-do, expert, well-trained, of good 
quality, in good condition, gracious, favorable, propitious, effective, canonical, damqu 
because of the fact that, since,  appiš 
because, so that, that, on account of the fact, aššum  
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because of, concerning, on behalf of, on account of, with respect to, related to, aššum 
bed, eršu 
bed, a type of bed, dunnu 
bed, feature of a bed, dinnû 
bed, to take one’s bed, eršu 
bed sideboard, amaru, eŝkirim 
bedroom, eršu, in bīt erši 
bedrock, firm ground, force, fort, fortified house and area, severity, strength (physical), power, violence, 
foundation, depth, lump, dunnu 
bedsheet, eršu, in ša muḫḫi erši 
beer, a type made from emmerwheat, emmerwheat, dišiptuḫḫu 
beer dregs, erû 
beer maker (a female), alappānu, in ša alappāni 
beer mash, agarinnu 
beet, alūtu, allu’tu, il’ūtu 
before, with, in the presence of, from, instead of, ašar 
behavior, gait, alaktu 
behind, after, dāt 
behind, backward, afterward, arkiš 
behind, afterward, to the rear, arka, arki 
behold, ellû 
behold, to behold, see, look at, amāru 
belch, to belch, gešû 
bend, gabābu 
benefit, to benefit through somebody, nēmelu 
benevently, well, carefully, piously, damqiš 
bequeath, contend for superiority, deliver promptly, reinforce, make valid, to become strong, 
strengthen, to increase, to speak severely, become stronger, become even thickness, danānu 
bequeath, to leave a token remnant of land, document, to make out a legal document, to abandon, to 
desert, to leave, leave behind, to neglect, disregard, to leave something with or to a person, to entrust, 
to reserve, set aside, to leave behind, to leave to posterity, to lend money, to divorce, to spare, leave 
out, to save, to be saved, to leave one another, ezēbu 
berry, a red berry, mark, mole, erimu 
berry bush, dususu 
besides, apart from, ela 
besides, in addition, adv., elat 
besides, apart from, in addition to, beyond, prep., elat 
besides, in addition, moreover, furthermore, indeed, as well, appūna 
besides, separately, aḫum 
bestow, to make a present, gêsu 
beyond, prep., ebar 
beyond, above, on, el 
beyond, on the other shore or bank, aḫullā 
beyond, over and above, not more than, alla, *illa
beyond, besides, apart from, in addition to, prep., elat 
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Big Dipper, the constellation UrsaMajor, cart, cartload, wagon, eriqqu 
binder (name of a demon), e’ēlu 
binding, heavy, hard, solid, strong,  thick, massive, fortified, steady, loud, legitimate, reliable, powerful, 
mighty, great, fierce, savage, difficult, dangerous, serious, grave, obstinate, bad, tyrannical, harsh, 
urgent, essential, imperative, pressing, dannu 
bird, a bird, amusiggu, anpatu, ārabānu, argabu, asqīqu, asumatānu, aškikītu, gadû 
bird, a bird, abrammu, adaburtu, ajû, appānu, awīlānu, dalû, diqdiqqu, dubdubbu, dūdu 
bird, a bird, durummu, enšubu, erullu, eškinninītu, eššebu, gamgammu 
bird, aquatic bird (“donkey mare of the river”), atān nāri  
bird, a bird (foreign word) arriš 
bird, to divine omens from a bird, iššūru 
bird used for decoy, arru 
bird like the anzû-bird, anzâniš 
birth, to give birth, alādu, walādu 
birth, to give birth easily,  charge, to charge (an enemy), straighten up, to  go straight toward, to thrive, 
to prosper, to be or become all right, to move the bowels, to proceed, to move straight ahead, to cause 
to move along a straight or correct course, to inject an enema, to make do the right thing, to prepare, to 
proceed, march on, to thrive, prosper, to send, dispatch, to put or keep in good order, clear up, to set 
aright, to provide justice, to give correct decisions, insure the correct performance of a ritual, to advance 
against, tobecome successful, to be put in order, to be fitted out correctly, ešēru 
bison, alimbû 
bladder, elibbuḫu 
blazing, āriru 
bliss, state of bliss after death, artāwa 
blood, bloodshed, slaying, blood money, kin, damu 
blood, dark red, adamātu 
blood, adamu 
blood money, blood, bloodshed, slaying, kin, damu 
bloodshed, to shed blood, damē 
blow into somebody, said of evil spirits, to inflate, to blow away spirit from dead body, edēpu 
blur eyes, stir up, roil water, disturb, embarrass, denounce, interfere, confuse, become troubled, dalāḫu 
blurred, confused, cloudy, disturbed, muddy, dalḫu 
blurred, confused, tangled, ešû 
blurring of the vision, confusion, ešītu 
blurring of vision, battle, confusion, ašītu 
board, dibbu 
board, wooden board, plate, metal plate, dappu 
boat, ship, elippu 
body part, of human or animal, gabbu, gannu 
bolt, gāmiru 
bone, frame of the body, a measure, eṣemtu 
boor,  coarse, boorish man, aḫurrû 
boorish, to act boorishly, nuwā’ūtu 
bovine, an exotic bovine, apasû
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bowl, or goblet, dapi’u 
bowl, a large bowl, agannu 
bowl, a type of bowl, apisāmūš 
bowl, a bowl made of metal or stone, ašhalu 
bowl, a small bowl, diqārutu 
bowl with round bottom for serving and heating, diqāru 
bowls, to inject an enema, to move the bowels, to put or keep in good order, to be put in order, to 
advance against, to become successful, proceed, to be fitted out correctly, justice, to provide justice, 
dispatch, send, insure the correct performance of a ritual, to make do the right thing, thrive, to prosper,
clear up, to give birth easily, to charge (an enemy), straighten up, to  go straight toward, to thrive, to 
prosper, to be or become all right, to proceed, to move straight ahead, to cause to move along a straight 
or correct course, to prepare, to march on, to set aright, to give correct decisions, ešēru 
box, or chest, altapipu -(from Hurrian) 
box, made of metal, wood, or reed, ashalu 
boxthorn, eddetu 
bramble, amaridu 
bramble, disease of the eyes, amurdinnu 
branch, small branch of a canal, atappu 
branches, brush, appaḫu 
brave, to act bravely, mutūtu 
brave one, allallû 
brave one, warrior, ālilu, ēlilu, fem., āliltu, ēliltu 
brazier, garakku 
break a tablet, murder, smite, fight, defeat, to be killed, execute, kill, to kill a person or animal, dâku 
bread, a kind of bread, diru’u 
bread, loaf of bread, akalu, aklu, *gariṣtu 
bread flour, a kind of bread flour, dinû 
brick, baked brick, epertu 
brick, half-brick, arhu 
brick, kiln-fired brick, agurru, erimtu 
brick pile, amaru, emēru 
brick pile, to pile up bricks, amāru 
bridegroom, person asking for favors, ērišu 
bridegroom, marriage, person taking a woman in marriage, āḫizānu 
brier, a kind of brier, gabgabu 
brilliantly, in a pure fashion, elliš 
bring people/animals, guide, to lead, to rule, to steer a boat, to have brought, send, guide safely, arû 
bring something to enter a house, city, penetrate, to invade, to come (of taxes or months), to enter, to 
enter, to enter into the king or god’s presence, to return, to arrive, to go home, erēbu 
bring, to have a person brought, šūbuku 
bring information, news, orders, tēmu (used with abalu 
bring greetings, culmu 
broken, bent, etqu 
broken, smashed, dīšu 
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brotherly relationship, aḫḫūtu 
brush pile, abru 
buck, (said of gazelles and goats), daššu 
bucket, dālu 
bucket, small bucket, dulû 
built on (said of a house), adjusted, cultivated, wrought, finished, epšu 
buffalo? Alap kīši 
build, construct, cultivate, manufacture, to practice witchcraft, treat person or thing, perform a 
divination, a ritual, to plant, permit (said of gods), to proceed, act, to act, be active, is, happens, epēšu 
building part, apilḫa 
building, an outbuilding made of less durable material, asuppu 
building, an outbuilding, asuptu 
building wing, edakku 
bull, as a mythological being, alû 
bull colossus with human head, aladlammû
bull of heaven, elû 
bull sacrifice, to sacrifice a bull, alpu-a 
business, to do business, nadānu u mahāru, ṣabûtu, ṣubûtu 
business, to take care of business assets, bābtu 
but, rather, alla 
butt, to gore, genû 
butcher, to butcher, garāšu 
butcher, to butcher a kid, urīṣu 
buy, to buy, maḫiru, šīmāti 
cage, esēru, in bīt esēri 
calamity, dibiru 
calamity, darkness, misfortune, obscurement, adirtu, idurtu, hidirtu, edirtu
camel, gammalu
camels, she-camels, anaqāte 
captive, woman of low status, asirtu 
captive foreigner, prisoner of war, asīru 
captivity, asīrūtu 
captive, blocked, adj., esru 
captive, prisoner compound, asīru in bit asīrī 
captive, to take captive, enclose, to become enclosed, confine, to shut in, to channel water, to stifle a 
cry, to become constricted, esēru 
caravan, arriving caravan, entrance tax, ēribtu 
caravan, pack, ellatu 
cared for, taken care of, ašru 
carefully, benevently, well, piously, damqiš 
careless, to be neglectful of duty, egû 
carelessness, negligence, egûtu 
caretaker, to act as a caretaker or a provider, zāninūtu  
carob, false specie of a carob, dadānu 
cart, cartload, wagon, the constellation UrsaMajor or Big Dipper, eriqqu 
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cart, part of a cart, akuttu 
carver of reliefs, ēṣiru 
case, dababābu 
case, lawsuit, claim, court, judgement, decision, law, law article, verdict, punishment, legal practice,  
dīnu 
cattle shed, alpu, in bīt alpi 
cattle shed official, alpu in ša bīt alpi 
causeway, nose, tip, crown, end, rim, edge, spur of land, appu 
cedar tree (tree, wood, and resin; tree sacred to the gods), erenu 
ceiling, heaven, cover, wrap, sheath, sky, ermu 
celebrate, to celebrate, nigūtu 
cereal, a cereal, abuhuru, arsu, ersuppu 
cereal, a cereal, a kind of apple, arsuppu 
cereal, a cereal and a dish made from it, gajātu 
cereal, a kind of cereal, enninnu 
cereal, a kind of wild cereal, dišarru 
cereal dish, a preparation of cereals, galteniwa 
chair, an ornate chair, durgarû 
chameleon, a marine animal, ajar ili, jar ili, ajarillu, jarillu 
channel water, to take captive, enclose, to become enclosed, confine, to shut in, to stifle a cry, to 
become constricted, esēru 
change, to displace, to shift, to invert, to revoke terms, commands, retract, substitute, alternate, 
interchange, replace one another, to be revoked, enû 
change, to turn into, ewû 
charge, to charge (an enemy), straighten up, to  go straight toward, to thrive, to prosper, to be or 
become all right, to move the bowels, to proceed, to move straight ahead, to cause to move along a 
straight or correct course, to inject an enema, to make do the right thing, to prepare, to proceed, march 
on, to thrive, prosper, to give birth easily, to send, dispatch, to put or keep in good order, clear up, to set 
aright, to provide justice, to give correct decisions, insure the correct performance of a ritual, to advance 
against, tobecome successful, to be put in order, to be fitted out correctly, ešēru
chariot driver, appati, in mukīl appāti 
chariot driver, ašâtu, in mukīl ašâti 
chariot protective structure, gabagallu 
charioteer? assāru 
check, control, organize, marshall forces, muster, to provide food rations, instruct, be mustered, ašāru   
check list, choice, inspection, inventory, amirtu 
checked, accounted for, amru 
cheese, eqīdu 
chest or box, altapipu -(from Hurrian) 
chest, coffer, cashbox, coffin, arānu 
chief justice, dikuggallu 
chief warden, enungallu 
child, dirku 
child, descendance, posterity, darku 
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child, small child, small, adj. daqqu, edaqqu 
child, suckling child, *eniqu 
child, term for child, apadu 
choice thing, beauty, darling, treasure, recommendation, prosperity, profit, grace, favor (divine) grace, 
gratitude, fame, fortune, good fortune, good luck, well-being, fortune, dumqu 
chop, to chop, gadādu 
circuit, to make a circuit around a track, sibsāte 
city dweller, ālu, in ša libbi āli
city dweller, citizen, village dweller, ālû, āliu, ālaju, fem. ālajītu
city gate, amumunna
claim, court, judgement, decision, law, law article, case, lawsuit, verdict, punishment, legal practice,  
dīnu 
claim or claimant, enimgallu 
claimant, ēlû 
claimed, adj., eršu 
class, a social class, eḫelena 
class, a class or profession, eduinu 
clean,  become clean, to clean, to keep clean, to clear a person or property of legal or financial claims, to 
clear oneself of an accusation by oath, to be or become cleansed, to make clean, ebēbu 
clean, holy, lustrous, shining, trustworthy, proper, pure (religiously), polished, ebbu  
clean, holy, pure, sacred, noble, free, ellu 
cleanliness, state of ritual cleanliness, adv. ebbiš 
clean person (in relation to a cult), ellu 
cleanse oneself, become free of debt by royal decree, pure, to become pure, to purify, make pure, keep 
pure, to consecrate to a diety, to make free, to be purified, elēlu 
clear away, remove, move, to move to another location, , to make rise and depart, to arouse from sleep, 
collect taxes, to summon officials, call up workers, mobilize, raise, lift up, call and dispatch soldiers, 
move troops into battle, to prompt, dekû 
clear oneself of an accusation by oath, to clear a person or property of legal or financial claims, clean, to 
become clean, to clean, to keep clean to be or become cleansed, to make clean, ebēbu 
clear up, to give birth easily, charge, to charge (an enemy), straighten up, to  go straight toward, to 
thrive, to prosper, to be or become all right, to move the bowels, to proceed, to move straight ahead, to 
cause to move along a straight or correct course, to inject an enema, to make do the right thing, to 
prepare, to proceed, march on, to thrive, prosper, to send, dispatch, to put or keep in good order, to set 
aright, to provide justice, to give correct decisions, insure the correct performance of a ritual, to advance 
against, tobecome successful, to be put in order, to be fitted out correctly, ešēru 
cling to, meet, refuge, reach, mix, assign, accuse, infect disease, to inflict diseases, join together, to be 
joined together, unite, support, tax, impose taxes, fines, load, land a boat, lean, to lean against, to come 
in contact, to stand nearby, take cover, to place a lean upon or against something, add up, emēdu 
cloak maker, ēpiš naḫlapti 
clods of a field, akkullātu 
closure, edlu 
cloth, a cloth, gammidu 
cloth of inferior quality, ebišu 
cloud, erpetu, erpu 
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cloudy, confused, disturbed, blurred, muddy, dalhu 
clouds, water carrier (poetic word for clouds), elallu 
coat, a coat, epartu 
coat, a multicolored coat, eriptu 
cold, eššû 
colic, suffering from colic, emru 
collect, to gather, to gather up, to scrape together, to decant, to shovel, to be decanted, esēpu 
collect, collect tribute, to be collected, press for payment due, to put a person under pressure, esēru 
collector of dues, esēru 
color, a color of horses, (Kassite word), alzibadar 
come!, now then!, interj., gana 
come out of a temple, etc., depart, go out, escape, to leave, to rise (of stars), to grow, disappear, așû 
come (of taxes or months), to enter, to enter, to enter into the king or god’s presence, to invade, to 
penetrate, to return, to arrive, to go home, to bring something to enter a house, city, penetrate, erēbu 
come, to come/go (to someone), garāšu 
coming, admitted, ēribu 
command, royal command, decree, dātu 
command, to execute a command, siqru 
commerce, to engage in commerce, tamkārūtu 
complain, plead, negotiate, litigate, recite, relate, talk, tell, speak, come to agreement, dabābu 
complete, full, finished, settled, terminated, whole, gamru 
complete, making decisions, etc., final, effective, gāmiru 
completeness, finality, end, gamāru 
compute, nikkassū-a’ 
conceal, to conceal, puzru 
concede, to make mutual concessions, to perform a kind act, to act so as to please, to be obliging, to 
come to an agreement, to spare, save, gamālu 
conceive, to impregnate, pregnant, to be pregnant, erû 
concentrate, to encompass, to possess in full, finish, to finish, to bring to an end, to control, to 
annihilate, to use up, to spend, to settle, to pay or deliver in full, to use one’s full strength, to render a 
final verdict, to cause to spend, to give in full, to hold together, to be annihilated, ruined, to be brought 
to an end, used up, to be settled, gamāru 
concern, hurry, duluḫtu 
concerning, prep., aššut 
concerning, on behalf of, on account of, because of, with respect to, related to, aššum 
concubine, esirtu 
condiment, a condiment, arāsu 
confectioner, ēpišānu 
confederation, a’lu or i’lu 
confine, to confine a person, ganānu 
confine, to shut in, to enclose, to channel water, to stifle a cry, to take captive, to become enclosed, to 
become constricted, esēru 
confront, to oppose, attack, go, advance, turn against a person, send a message, order, rule,  govern, 
âru 
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confuse, denounce, disturb, embarrass, blur eyes, stir up, roil water, interfere, become troubled, dalāḫu 
confuse, to trouble, ešû 
confused, cloudy, disturbed, blurred, muddy, dalḫu 
confused, tangled, blurred, ešû 
confusion, dulḫānu, ešû 
confusion, blurring of the vision, ešītu 
confusion, disorder, eclipse, ešâtu 
confusion, trouble, dilḫu, duluḫḫû 
confusion, battle, blurring of vision, ašītu 
confusion, distress, daliḫtu 
conjure, to perform a conjuration, āšipūtu 
conquer, to conquer a city, ālu-a 
consecrate to a diety, cleanse oneself, become free of debt by royal decree, pure, to become pure, to 
purify, make pure, keep pure, to make free, to be purified, elēlu 
consecration? eqūtu 
consent, to consent, annu  
consume, to devour, arāhu 
conspiracy, confused, cross, maneuver for a position, feint, stumble, hobble, perverse, to twist, become 
twisted,  egēru 
constellation lyra, she-goat, goat (generic term),  enzu 
constipated, esiltu 
constipated, locked up, eslu 
constipated, to be stopped up, esēlu 
constricted, to become constricted, channel water, to take captive, enclose, to become enclosed, 
confine, to shut in, to stifle a cry, esēru 
construct, cultivate, manufacture, to practice witchcraft, treat person or thing, build, perform a 
divination, a ritual, to plant, permit (said of gods), to proceed, act, to act, be active, is, happens, epēšu 
contraction, gabāṣu 
construction, agricultural work, handywork, tillage, manufacture, crew, act, ritual, evil magic, epištu 
container, a container, aḫrušḫu, ammašabbû, darīku, attamukaru? 
container (Hurrian word), ašhauššuḫu 
container, a container (Egyptian word) daši 
container, an earthenware container, arbašītu 
container of a specific shape, gabgabu 
contend for superiority, deliver promptly, reinforce, make valid, to become strong, strengthen, to 
increase, to speak severely, to to bequeath, become stronger, become even thickness, danānu 
continuity, lastingness, dārītu 
continuity, permanent status of property, dūru 
continuously, ever, dār 
control, to annihilate, to bring to an end, to use up, to spend, to settle, to encompass, to possess in full, 
to finish, to bring to an end, to pay or deliver in full, to use one’s full strength, to concentrate, to render 
a final verdict, to cause to spend, to give in full, to hold together, to be annihilated, ruined, to be 
brought to an end, used up, to be settled, gamāru 
control, organize, marshall forces, muster, to provide food rations, check, instruct, be mustered, ašāru 
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convulsive, to suffer from convulsions, damû 
cook, mirsu, ēpištu, in ēpišat mirsi 
cook, pappasu cook, ēpiš pappasi 
cook, temple cook, endibbu, engisu, engû 
copper, anānu, erû 
copper, a word for copper, asisû 
copper object, eripu 
copper, to mine or smelt copper, erû-a’  
copper part of a door, armatu 
copper object, akkullānu  
copper, poetic expression of copper, ahuš’u 
copulate, to copulate, garāšu 
copy, duplicate, opponent, gabarû 
correspond, to fit, šūluku 
corvée (unpaid worker) master, dullu, in bēl dulli 
cosmetic, eye cosmetic, amāmû 
coughing fit, retching, gag, gaḫḫu, ganāḫu 
course, channel of a canal, region along a bank, alku 
court of judgement, dinu, in bīt dīni, dīttu 
court official, ēpiš šizbi 
court president, (see judge), dajānu, in ša pān dajāni 
court president, dīnu, in ša pān dīnāte 
courthouse, dajānu in bīt dajāni 
cover, amnion, fetus covering membrane, edamukku 
cover, a cover or garment, dapsû 
cover, canopy, protection, andullu, andillu 
cover, to cover, erēmu 
cover, to cover with patches or with a network, edēḫu 
cover, wrap, sheath, heaven, sky, ceiling, ermu 
cow, arḫu
cow (poetic term for cow), abkigu
crab, the constellation Cancer, alluttu  
craftsman, a craftsman? Azû 
craftsman or official,l gelduḫlu 
craftsman or official’s designation, ezû, in rab ezû 
cramps, to have cramps, to cause cramps, tied, girt, to be girt, ebeṭu 
cramped, ebṭu 
crave, to ask, to request, desire, to be desired, required, erēšu 
creditor, to become a creditor, qajapānūtu 
cream, garû 
crew, construction, agricultural work, handywork, tillage, manufacture, act, ritual, evil magic, epištu 
crime, to commit a crime or sin, arnu 
crime, to commit a crime, sartu 
crimes, to commit crimes, lemnu 
criminal, thief, ardadu 
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crippled, akûtu 
crooked, crossed, perverse, twisted, egru 
crop, farm, to raise a crop for sustenance, kurummatu 
cross, confused, maneuver for position, feint, stumble, hobble, perverse, twist, become twisted,  egēru 
cross river, ferry, to cross a river, nēbiru 
cross, to cross, pass along (walking), to go overland, to advance on or continue a journey, to march in 
review, to pass by, to elapse, to pass through, to transgress, to go beyond or exceed, to by-pass, avoid, 
to send on overland, to make pass on or proceed, to pass objects on, to move objects past, to hand 
over,  transfer, to go through with a ritual, to allow time to elapse, cause delay, to allow persons or 
boats to pass, to avert, to be transgressed, to be transferred, etēqu 
cross water, to ford, extend beyond something, make somebody cross over water, to pass back and 
forth, ebēru 
crossed, grown together, entangled, flourish, send forth shoots, stretch forth (arm, etc.), sprout, 
lengthen, elēpu 
crossed, perverse, twisted, crooked, egru 
crowd, to crowd about, to romp, dakāku 
crown, edge, rim, end, causeway, nose, tip, spur of land, appu 
crown, disk of the moon, agû, aga’u 
crush, to crush, dakāku 
crush, to crush, duqququ 
crustacean, (name means river-locust), erib nāri 
cry, kappu cry, to utter a cry sounding like kappu, kappu 
cubit, forearm, ammatu 
culprit, arnu in bēl arni 
cult answerer, āpilu 
cultic object, of  a temple, ēqu, in bīt ēqi, temple inner room, Bēlat-ēqi, name of goddess 
cultivate, manufacture, to practice witchcraft, treat person or thing, build, construct, perform a 
divination, a ritual, to plant, permit (said of gods), to proceed, act, to act, be active, is, happens, epēšu 
cultivate, to put under cultivation, seed with a seeder plow, plant a field, etc., to be seeded, planted, 
erēšu 
cultivated, built on (said of a house), wrought, finished, adjusted, epšu 
cultivator, ērišānu 
cultivator, tenant farmer, errēšu  
cup, a cup, anakku, anakmaḫḫu 
current, flow of water, agû, egû, aga’u, agiu 
curse, accursed person, arratu 
curser, one who curses, errēru 
curse, to curse, arāru, ezēru 
cursed, arru 
curtain (for a canopy), daltu, in ša dalti 
cushion, ašbatu 
cut, to cut branches, arû 
cut, to cut off hair or beard as punishment, gadāmu 
cut, to cut trees, erû 
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cut, to cut, trim, mutilate, gaṣāṣu 
Cypriote, one coming from Cyprus, alašû 
dairy product, diktu, eldu 
dais, a dais, ašukku 
dance?, to whirl, gâšu 
daub, to daub, eqû 
dangerous, terrible, overbearing, akṣu, ekṣu, wakṣu 
dangerous, difficult, great, grave, fortified, fierce, binding, heavy, hard, solid, strong,  thick, massive, 
steady, loud, legitimate, reliable, powerful, mighty, savage, serious, obstinate, bad, tyrannical, harsh, 
urgent, essential, imperative, pressing, dannu 
dark, da’ummu, du’ummu, eklu 
dark, adj. erpu 
dark, adj., extinguished, eṭû 
dark, to be dark, ekēlu 
dark, to be dark, dim, to darken, to be darkened, to become gloomy, eṭû 
dark, to become dark, da’āmu 
dark, to become dark or dusky, erēpu 
darkening, ādiru 
darkness, gloom, da’ummatu 
darkness, misfortune, calamity, obscurement, adirtu, idurtu, hidirtu, edirtu 
dark, sad, adru, adirtu, idirtu
darkly, adv. *du’umiš 
darling, treasure, recommendation, prosperity, profit, grace, favor (divine) grace, gratitude, fame, 
fortune, good fortune, good luck, well-being, fortune, beauty, choice thing, dumqu  
date palm, a type of date palm, elamittu 
date palm fiber, amšû 
date palm frond, leaf, aru 
date palm, certain stage of growth, arḫānû 
day, spend a day, to arrange a festival, ūmu 
deaf person, obstruction of the ear, amīru 
decorate, to sprinkle, elēḫu 
debility, feebleness, ekûtu 
debit, at the debit of, against, above, on, upon, over, to, towards, more than, beyond, on account of, eli 
debt remission, andurāru 
debris, dust, earth, loose earth,  scales, ore, mortar, territory, soil, area volume, eperu 
decant, to be decanted, shovel, to scrape together, collect, to gather, to gather up, esēpu 
deceitful woman, witch, elēnītu 
deceitful words, elēnēti 
deception, garment, upper or outer garment, insincerity, high land, high terrain, outside, outer or upper 
part, penthouse, top part, top pack, millstone, upper millstone, elītu 
decide, to make a decision, report, establish diplomatic relations, tēmu 
decision, verdict, judgement, punishment, legal practice, law, law article, case, lawsuit, claim, court, 
dīnu 
decree, royal command, dātu  
decorate, to decorate, zinnātu 
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decoration, a decoration, arkabu  
decoy, bird used for decoy, arru 
decoy, use as a decoy, arrūtu 
deed, to do a deed, ipšu-a’ 
deed, to do a good deed, perform a favor, damiqtu 
deed, base deed, to commit a base deed, gillatu, gullultu 
deeds, to perform deeds, alkakātu 
deer, hind,  ajalatu 
deer, stag,  ajalu, jalu, julu 
defeat, decisive defeat, massacre, carnage, abiktu, apiktu, abkūtu 
defeat, fight, to smite, be killed, execute, kill, to kill a person or animal, murder, break a tablet, dâku 
deity, tutelary deity, group of stars, angubbû 
deity, a protective deity, ankurû 
dejection, worry, depression, ašuštu 
delay, cause delay, hand over, proceed, to make pass on or proceed, advance on or continue a journey, 
to march in review, to go through with a ritual, avert, transfer, to be transferred, to transgress, to be 
transgressed, to go beyond or exceed, to by-pass, avoid, move objects past, go overland, elapse, to 
cross, pass along (walking), to pass by, to pass through, to send on overland, to pass objects on, to allow 
time to elapse, to allow persons or boats to pass, etēqu 
deliver, to make regular deliveries, iškaru 
deluge, flood, abūbānis 
demanding, errēšu 
demon, a female demon, ardat lilī 
demon, an evil demon, gallû 
demon and disease it causes, asakku 
demon like a gallû demon, adv., gallâniš 
demon locality, ekur 
denounce, disturb, embarrass, blur eyes, stir up, roil water, interfere, confuse, become troubled, dalāhu 
depart, go out, escape, to leave, come out of a temple, etc., to rise (of stars), to grow, disappear, așû 
deposed, darsu 
depression, dejection, worry, ašuštu 
depth, bedrock, firm ground, force, fort, fortified house and area, severity, strength (physical), power, 
violence, foundation, lump, dunnu 
depths, subteranean waters, deep culvurt?, asurrakku 
descendance, child, posterity, darku 
descend, to descend, erēdu 
desert, abandon, to abandon, to leave, leave behind, to neglect, disregard, to leave something with or 
to a person, to entrust, to reserve, set aside, to leave behind, to leave to posterity, to leave a token 
remnant of land, to lend money, to bequeath, to divorce, to make out a legal document, to spare, leave 
out, to save, to be saved, to leave one another, ezēbu 
deserter, eṭṭēru 
desire, to be desired, crave, to ask, to request, required, erēšu 
desire, wish, erēšu 
desired object, wish, request, ominous mark in divination, erištu 
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desolation, waste, armūtu 
despair, to be worried, disturbed, to cause distress, suffer from spasms, to mistreat, ašāšu 
destitute, arû 
destitute, empty, empty handed, naked, erû 
destitution, erīsūtu 
destroy, to  trample upon, thresh barley by stomping on it, dāšu 
destroy buildings, objects, lay waste, ruin a region, abātu
destruction? damtu
devastation, flight, rout, ruin, arbūtu
diaphragm, wound caused by piercing, severed, part, pain, piercing pain, dikšu  
difficult, great, grave, fortified, fierce, binding, heavy, hard, solid, strong,  thick, massive, steady, loud, 
legitimate, reliable, powerful, mighty, savage, dangerous, serious, obstinate, bad, tyrannical, harsh, 
urgent, essential, imperative, pressing, dannu 
difficult, fierce, strong, hard, ašṭu 
difficultly, with difficultly, hardly, danna  
dilapidated, to become dilapidated, nidûtu 
dilapidated, to become dilapidated, become weak, impoverished, shaky, to be out of funds, enēšu 
dilapidation, exhaustion, weariness, disrepair, anhūtu 
dim, cloudy (said only of the eyes), apû 
dim, dark, to be dark, to darken, to be darkened, to become gloomy, eṭû 
dimly, faintly visible, adriš 
diplomacy, establish diplomatic relations, decide, to make a decision, report, tēmu 
dipper, elû, in ša mē šūli 
dirty state, aruštu 
dirty, unclean, aršu 
disappear, tubqu 
disappear, come out of a temple, etc., depart, go out, escape, to leave, to rise (of stars), to grow, așû 
disease, a disease, arḫānû, arurtu, dimītu, dugānu, ešû 
disease, cause called ruqbūtu 
disease, caused by a demon, asakku 
disease of the head, ašru 
diseases, to inflict diseases, join together, to be joined together, unite, support, tax, impose taxes, fines, 
load, land a boat, lean, to lean against, to reach, to cling to, to come in contact, to stand nearby, take 
cover, refuge, to place a lean upon or against something, to assign, accuse, mix, add up, meet, emēdu 
dishonesty, treachery, dāṣtu 
disorder, confusion, eclipse, ešâtu 
dispatch, lift up, call and dispatch soldiers, move troops into battle, arouse from sleep, raise, clear away, 
remove, move, to move to another location, to make rise and depart, to collect taxes, to summon 
officials, call up workers, mobilize, to prompt, dekû 
dispatch, send, insure the correct performance of a ritual, to make do the right thing, thrive, to prosper, 
to inject an enema, clear up, to give birth easily, to charge (an enemy), straighten up, to  go straight 
toward, to thrive, to prosper, to be or become all right, to move the bowels, to proceed, to move 
straight ahead, to cause to move along a straight or correct course to prepare, to proceed, march on, to 
put or keep in good order, to set aright, to provide justice, to give correct decisions, to advance against, 
to become successful, to be put in order, to be fitted out correctly, ešēru 
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displace, to shift, to change, to invert, to revoke terms, commands, retract, substitute, alternate, 
interchange, replace one another, to be revoked, enû 
dispute, to hold a disputation, ṣalûtu 
disregard it!, never mind!, interj.,  ezib 
distress, cause distress, disturbed, despair, distraught, worried, suffer from spasms, to mistreat, ašāšu 
distress, confusion, dalihtu 
distress, famine, hard times, fortress, fortified place, ground, terrain, foundation pit bottom, cold 
weather, part of window, valid tablet, dannatu 
disturb, denounce, embarrass, blur eyes, stir up, roil water, interfere, confuse, become troubled, dalāhu 
disturbed, blurred, muddy, cloudy, confused, dalhu 
disturbed, despair, distraught, worried, to cause or be in distress, suffer from spasms, to mistreat, ašāšu 
divine order, to establish order by divine action, parșū-a’ 
divine, to perform a divination, bārûtu 
divine, to divine omens from a bird, iššūru 
divination, to perform a divination, ritual, plant, to cultivate, happens, is, build, construct, manufacture, 
to practice witchcraft, treat person or thing, to permit (said of gods), to proceed, act, to act, be active, 
epēšu
divination, to perform a divination by means of oil, šamnu 
diviner, a diviner, ensû 
diviner, augur, observer of birds for divination pirposes, dāgil iššūre 
divorce money, balance, rest, remainder, pledge, ezibtu 
divorced, status of a divorced woman, azzubūtu 
do, to do or act, epēšu 
document, to draw up a document, šaṭāru, u’iltu 
document, to draw up a document, read a tablet aloud, tuppu 
document, to make out a legal document, to abandon, to desert, to leave, leave behind, to neglect, 
disregard, to leave something with or to a person, to entrust, to reserve, set aside, to leave behind, to 
leave to posterity, to leave a token remnant of land, to lend money, to bequeath, to divorce, to spare, 
leave out, to save, to be saved, to leave one another, ezēbu 
domestic, to do domestic service, abarakkūtu 
dominate, to exercise world dominion, kiššūtu 
don a garment or weapon, edēqu 
donkey, emāru 
donkey saddle, dakšiu 
do-nothing, ēpišu, in la ēpišu 
doom, to bring about doom, mītūtu 
door, a door, didbû, ērimtu, eššû 
door, (a foreign word) andurû 
door, a kind of door, arkabinnu 
door, poetic term for “locking one,” ēdiltu 
door, part of a door (same as part of wooden loom), asû 
door, part of a door decoration that is metal, ašītu 
door, sluice-gate of a canal, daltu 
door strap, leather, ajīti 
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doorkeeper, atû 
doorkeeper chief, atû 
doorkeeper stipend, prebend, revenue, atûtu 
doorstop, wedge, aškuttu 
double, adj., eṣpu 
double, to multiply, to twine, eṣēpu 
dove, a wild dove, araššānu, in rab atê 
draw near, to approach (said of events), *ekēpu 
draw, to draw, make a drawing, eṣēru 
draw, to draw, to make a drawing, to incise a relief, to apportion lots, esēqu 
drawing, eṣirtu 
drawn, eṣru 
drawing, eṣurtu 
draw water from a well, dalû
drawing of water, dālûtu, dilûtu
drilled, adj., (plowed and sown, said of fields), eršu 
drive, to drive away, ubbuku 
dropsy, agannutillû, etillû 
drought, famine, arurtu 
drug, a drug, gabru, in imdi gabri 
drum, a wooden drum, alû 
drum player, player of the wooden drum, alû, in ṣa alê  
drummer, musician playing on a drum, ēpiš balaggi 
dry, to dry up, īūbulu 
dry, dried, ablu, abiltu, adj. 
drug, medicinal drug, aršuzuzil 
duplicate, copy, opponent, gabarû 
durable, enduring, everlasting, perpetual, lasting, dārû 
dusky, to become dusky, dark, erēpu 
dust, aparu 
dust cloud, mist, akāmu, agāmu 
dust, earth, loose earth, debris, scales, ore, mortar, territory, soil, area volume, eperu  
duty, export duty, expeditionary force, așitu 
dwelling, adda’u 
dye, mineral dye, alluḫaru, allaḫaru, annuḫaru 
dye, a dye, dimurû 
each and every one, whoever you are, attamannu 
each separately, singly, aḫennā, aḫinnū 
each other, aḫmaḫu 
eagle, erû 
eaglet, ammartû 
eagle-like, arāniš 
eagle-like mythological creature, anzû 
earlier, long ago, anīna 
earn, to earn,  
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earn, to earn silver, gold, copper, kaspu 
earth,
earth, a colored earth, galû 
earth, loose earth, debris, dust, scales, ore, mortar, territory, soil, area volume, eperu 
earth, the earth (in a cosmic sense), erṣetu 
earthquake, to cause an earthquake, rību 
eat, to eat, consume, provide for oneself, akālu
ebb, esigu 
ebony, ešû 
eclipse, confusion, disorder, ešâtu 
eclipse, (solar or lunar), attalû 
edge, rim, end, causeway, nose, tip, crown, spur of land, appu 
educated, experienced, skilled, wise, wily, emqu 
effective, complete, making decisions, etc., final, gāmiru 
effective, expert, beautiful, handsome, fine, good, pleasant, of good family, well-to-do, well-trained, of 
good quality, in good condition, gracious, favorable, propitious, canonical, damqu 
efficient execution, embellish, be gracious, do a favor, do good deeds, have good fortune, be propitious, 
prosper, improve, have good luck, be pleasing, treat kindly, give propitious omens, damāqu 
Elamite, *elamû 
elapse, cross, to cross, pass along (walking), to go overland, to advance on or continue a journey, to 
march in review, to pass by, to pass through, to transgress, to go beyond or exceed, to by-pass, avoid, to 
send on overland, to make pass on or proceed, to pass objects on, to move objects past, to hand over,  
transfer, to go through with a ritual, to allow time to elapse, cause delay, to allow persons or boats to 
pass, to avert, to be transgressed, to be transferred, etēqu 
else, in addition, aḫḫur 
elsewhere, aside, off, sidewise, awry, separately,  aḫītam 
embankment of a canal, wharf, arammu 
embarrass, blur eyes, stir up, roil water, disturb, denounce, interfere, confuse, become troubled, dalāhu 
embellish, be gracious, do a favor, do good deeds, have good fortune, be propitious, prosper, improve, 
have good luck, be pleasing, treat kindly, execute efficiently, give propitious omens, damāqu 
embrace, to hug, edēru 
empty, empty handed, naked, destitute, erû 
encampment, reed shelter like a bower, ašāšu 
enclose, to become enclosed, confine, to shut in, to channel water, to stifle a cry, to take captive, to 
become constricted, esēru 
enclosed, in a case (said of a tablet), armu 
encompass, to possess in full, finish, to finish, to bring to an end, to control, to annihilate, to use up, to 
spend, to settle, to pay or deliver in full, to use one’s full strength, to concentrate, to render a final 
verdict, to cause to spend, to give in full, to hold together, to be annihilated, ruined, to be brought to an 
end, used up, to be settled, gamāru 
end, finality, completeness, gamāru 
end, rim, edge, causeway, nose, tip, crown, spur of land, appu 
end, to bring to an end, to annihilate, to use up, to spend, to settle, to encompass, to control, to possess 
in full, to finish, to bring to an end, to pay or deliver in full, to use one’s full strength, to concentrate, to 
render a final verdict, to cause to spend, to give in full, to hold together, to be annihilated, ruined, to be 
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brought to an end, used up, to be settled, gamāru 
enduring, everlasting, perpetual, durable, lasting, dārû
enema, to inject an enema, clear up, to give birth easily, charge, to charge (an enemy), straighten up, to  
go straight toward, to thrive, to prosper, to be or become all right, to move the bowels, to proceed, to 
move straight ahead, to cause to move along a straight or correct course, to make do the right thing, to 
prepare, to proceed, march on, to thrive, prosper, to send, dispatch, to put or keep in good order, to set 
aright, to provide justice, to give correct decisions, insure the correct performance of a ritual, to advance 
against, tobecome successful, to be put in order, to be fitted out correctly, ešēru 
enemy, like an enemy, ajābiš, jābiš 
enemy, ajabtu, (f.), ajābu 
enemy, a word for enemy, arû 
enemy, to become an enemy, zā’erūtu 
engraver of seals, alamgû 
enlarge, to increase in size or number, aṣabu 
entangled, crossed, grown together, flourish, send forth shoots, stretch forth (arm, etc.), sprout, 
lengthen, elēpu 
enter, to enter, to enter into the king or god’s presence, to come (of taxes or months), to invade, to 
penetrate, to return, to arrive, to go home, to bring something to enter a house, city, penetrate, erēbu 
entirety, all, every, any, gabbu  
entrails examination, haruspicy, extispicy, to examine the entrails of a lamb, puhādu, têrtu 
entrance (name of a festival), erubatu 
entrance tax, arriving caravan, ēribtu 
equals, members of a group of persons of equal status, equal partners, athū 
equid, an equid, horse, abbatu
equid, agālu 
equid, pack horse, mule, aṣappu 
erection, to have an erection? zikarūtu 
escape, to leave, depart, go out, come out of a temple, etc., to rise (of stars), to grow, disappear, aṣû 
escort, of diplomats, foreigners under surveillance, ālik idi 
essential, dangerous, difficult, great, grave, fortified, fierce, binding, heavy, hard, solid, strong,  thick, 
massive, steady, loud, legitimate, reliable, powerful, mighty, savage, serious, obstinate, bad, tyrannical, 
harsh, urgent, imperative, pressing, dannu 
estate, pertaining  to the paternal estate, attaššiḫu 
estatic,  an estatic with evil, magical powers, eššebû 
eternity, dārâtu, dārûtu 
Euphrates, a name of the Euphrates River, gādu 
ever, continuously, dār 
everlasting, enduring, perpetual, durable, lasting, dārû 
every, entirety, all, any, gabbu 
evil act, to act in an evil way, lumnu 
evil deed, to commit an evil deed, bīštu 
evildoer, ēpiš lemutti 
evil, luck, bad luck, damiqtu, in la damiqti 
evil magic, act, activity, work, epēšu 
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evil magic, crew, construction, agricultural work, handywork, tillage, manufacture, act, ritual, epištu 
evil, to side with evil, lemnēti 
evil, to commit evil, lumnu 
exalted, high, proud, tall, elû 
excess, in excess, more, eli 
exceed in number or size, surpass in importance, quality, be more important, richer, increase, atāru 
exceedingly, in addition, atriŝ 
excess, excessive growth, overage, atartu 
excess, in excess, loudly, outwardly, on high, on top, up, upward, upstream, in addition, eliš 
exchange, to exchange, puḫatu, šapūltu 
exclamation of compassion, oḫḫ, aḫulap 
exclamation of joy, alāla, alāli, alālu, alīli 
excrete, to excrete, ezû 
execute an order, amatu 
execute, kill, to kill a person or animal, murder, break a tablet, defeat, fight, to smite, be killed, dâku 
executive power, ability, value, violence, strength, armed forces, army, emūqu 
exert oneself, to toil, anāḫu 
exhaustion, weariness, disrepair, dilapidation, anḫūtu  
exile, person living abroad, alānû 
exile, to go into exile, tāridūtu 
exorcisim, āšipūtu 
exorcist, āšipu 
exorcist overseer, āšipu, in rab āšipi 
exorcist, woman exorcist, āšiptu 
expeditionary force, traveler, ālik ḫarrāni 
expeditionary force, export duty,  aṣitu 
expel a person, go away, to absent oneself, to remove an object, to be removed, duppuru 
expenditure? aklu 
experienced, educated, skilled, wise, wily, emqu 
expert, beautiful, handsome, fine, good, pleasant, of good family, well-to-do, well-trained, of good 
quality, in good condition, gracious, favorable, propitious, effective, canonical, damqu 
expert, dammaqu, eppēšu 
expert, aššaru 
extent (surface), elû 
extispicy, haruspicy, to examine the entrails of a lamb, puḫādu, têrtu 
evil, āmišu 
eye cosmetic, amāmû 
eyes, beautiful eyes? blind? Damqam-īnam 
eyesight, sight, gaze, wish, mirror, object looked upon, diglu 
falsehood, slander, misfortune, secrency, hiding, aḫītu 
fame, praise, glory, dalīlu 
fame, favor, good will, luck, recommendation, goodness, good relations, good news, good luck, damiqtu 
fame, fortune, good fortune, favor (divine) grace, good luck, well-being, prosperity, fortune, profit, 
recommendation, gratitude, beauty, choice thing, treasure, darling, dumqu  
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family, emušutu 
family, patrimony, bīt abi 
family, person accepted into the family, intruder, newcomer,  errebu 
famine, hard times, distress, fortress, fortified place, ground, terrain, foundation pit bottom, cold 
weather, part of window, valid tablet, dannatu 
famine, drought, arurtu 
fancy, something fancy, ašilalû 
fang? atta’u 
far side, on the far side, ešāwa 
farm, to raise a crop for sustenance, kurummatu 
fast, arhu, aruhtu (f.) 
father, abu, abi 
father-in-law, son-in-law, husband’s sister, son of wife’s sister, emu 
father’s status, and legal power, abbūtu 
favor, a person asking for favors, bridegroom, ērišu 
favor, to do a favor, dumuqtu 
favor, do a favor, a good deed, damiqtu, ṭābtu 
favor, do a favor, be gracious, do good deeds fortune, have good fortune, propitious, prosper, improve, 
have good luck,  be pleasing, embellish, treat kindly, execute efficiently, give propitious omens, damāqu 
favor, good will, luck, fame, recommendation, goodness, good relations, good news, good luck, damiqtu 
favor granted by an authority, ennanātu 
favor, to do a favor, to grant a privilege, enēnu 
favor, to show a favor, do a favor, dumqu 
favorable, effective, expert, beautiful, handsome, fine, good, pleasant, of good family, well-to-do, well-
trained, of good quality, in good condition, gracious, propitious, canonical, damqu 
favor (divine) grace, good luck, good fortune, well-being, prosperity, fortune, profit, fame, 
recommendation, gratitude, beauty, choice thing, treasure, darling, dumqu  
favorable, good, dummuqu  
favorite, friend, dumqu, in bēl dumqi 
fear, to fear, to become agitated, arāru
fear, adīru
fear, anūnu
fear, to fear the diety, respect the oath, adāru 
fear, in fear, adīriš 
fearless, impudent, ādiru 
fear, apprehension, unhappiness, adirtu, edirtu, idirtu, idištu 
fear, to cause fear and panic, to be in panic, to become scared, shy away, garāru 
fear, to fear, to be or become frightened, to frighten, to be or become nervous or restless, to quiver, 
twitch, to have a premature emission, to cause trouble, to scare away, to inspire fear, inspire awe, or 
respect, galātu 
feebleness, debility, ekûtu 
feint, stumble, hobble, perverse, to twist, become twisted, cross, confused, maneuver for a position, 
egēru 
feminine finery, aškirušḫu 
fermentation, eṣennû 
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ferocious, heroic, martial, a name of Jupiter, dāpinu 
ferry, to cross a river, nēbiru 
festival, a monthly festival, offerings made at the festival, eššešu 
festival name, entrance, erubatu 
festival, to arrange a festival, spend a day, ūmu 
festival, to celebrate a festival, isinnu-a’ 
festival of the month Elul, elūlu 
feudal term referring to fields, ehelli 
fetters on arm, aḫānu  
fetus covering membrane, amnion, cover, edamukku 
feudal term, ewirtu 
few, ēṣu 
fibers, reed, gibarbarrû 
field, a field, ganû 
field, area, land, region, terrain, eqlu 
field, cultivated field, workshop, dullu, in bīt dulli 
field (Hurrian word), awīru 
field legal status, adj. (Hurrian word), ezzuššiḫe 
field, plowed field, epinnu, in bīt epinni 
field, uncultivated field, arbu 
fields irrigated by water drawn from wells, daluwātu 
fierce, ekdu 
fierce, binding, heavy, hard, solid, strong,  thick, massive, fortified, steady, loud, legitimate, reliable, 
powerful, mighty, great, savage, difficult, dangerous, serious, grave, obstinate, bad, tyrannical, harsh, 
urgent, essential, imperative, pressing, dannu
fierce, mighty, dabru or dapru 
fierce, strong, hard, difficult, ašṭu  
fierce, to be furious, to become furious, to make furious, ezēzu 
fiercely, ekdiš 
fight, to fight, ṣaltu, kakku, qablu, ṣulâti, šašmu, tāḫazu, tuquntu 
fight, defeat, to smite, be killed, execute, kill, to kill a person or animal, murder, break a tablet, dâku 
fighter, ēpiš ṣalti, ēpiš tāḫazi 
figure of a man, damtu 
figure, shape,  gattu 
fine, guilt, wrongdoing, misdeed, offense, punishment, arnu 
fine, good, pleasant, beautiful, handsome, of good family, well-to-do, expert, well-trained, of good 
quality, in good condition, gracious, favorable, propitious, effective, canonical, damqu 
finish, to finish, to bring to an end, to control, to annihilate, to use up, to spend, to settle, to encompass, 
to possess in full, to pay or deliver in full, to use one’s full strength, to concentrate, to render a final 
verdict, to cause to spend, to give in full, to hold together, to be annihilated, ruined, to be brought to an 
end, used up, to be settled, gamāru 
final, effective, complete, making decisions, etc., gāmiru 
finality, completeness, end, gamāru 
finished, built on (said of a house), adjusted, cultivated, wrought, epšu 
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finished (said of cloth), well-trained (said of a scribe), ready (said of objects and people), ersû 
finished, settled, terminated, whole, complete, full, gamru 
finisher (of a cloth), ersû, in, ša ersȋ 
fir, ašūḫu 
firewood, gaṣṣatu 
firewood peddler, gaṣṣatu, in ša gaṣṣātešu 
firm ground, force, fort, fortified house and area, severity, strength (physical), power, violence, 
foundation, depth, bedrock, lump, dunnu 
first choice, to have first choice, nāsiqūtu 
first, lead (animal), foremost, high ranking, vanguard, leader, ašaridu 
fish, a fish, abūtu, āru, absaḫurakku 
fish, a fish, a fish spawn, agargarû 
fish, a fish, aurochs, ditānu 
fish, a fish? eridatu 
fish bones, edakkû 
fish, produce in fish, fish sauce? (included in jars), agargarūtu 
fish spawn, erūtu 
fish, to fish, bā’erūtu, šuhadakkūtu  
fit of coughing and retching, ganāḫu 
fitted out, to be fitted out correctly, justice, to provide justice, dispatch, send, insure the correct 
performance of a ritual, to make do the right thing, thrive, to prosper, to inject an enema, clear up, to 
give birth easily, to charge (an enemy), straighten up, to  go straight toward, to thrive, to prosper, to be 
or become all right, to move the bowels, to proceed, to move straight ahead, to cause to move along a 
straight or correct course to prepare, to proceed, march on, to put or keep in good order, to set aright, 
to give correct decisions, to advance against, to become successful, to be put in order, ešēru 
fitting, to be fitting, proper or suitable, asāmu 
flame, blaze, red glow in the sky, akukūtu, ḫakukūtu 
flatterer, braggart, dalīlu, in ša dalīli 
flee, to take flight, arbūtu 
flight, rout, devastation, ruin, arbūtu 
flood, deluge, abūbānis 
flourish, be grown together, entangled, crossed, shoot, send forth shoots, stretch forth (arm, etc.), 
sprout, lengthen, elēpu 
flour offering, ēdadû 
flower, a red flower, artītu 
flute, a long flute, ariktu 
flute-player, embūbu in ša embūbi 
flute, windpipe, embūbu 
fly whisk cloth streamers, assaštaranni 
foe, adversary, gērû 
foliage, artu 
following, sequel, future, later child, person born later, second place or rank, rear, arkītu 
following, as follows, akia  
food, liquid served in a dish, aṣūdu
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food made from emmer, aiwa
foodstuff, a foodstuff, giddê
for, to, up to, toward, against, upon, from, ana 
forbearing, merciful, gāmilu 
forbidden place, asakku, in bīt asakki 
force, by force, adv., emūqa 
force, fort, fortified house and area, severity, strength (physical), power, violence, foundation, depth, 
firm ground, bedrock, lump, dunnu 
force, might, superiority, strength, violence, severity (said of cold weather), danānu 
forcibly, da’ānatte 
forcibly, by force, dunnuna 
forearm, cubit, ammatu 
foreigner, stranger, outsider, alien, aḫû 
forefathers, ancestors, abbū 
forelock, abūsātu 
foremost, first, lead (animal), high ranking, vanguard, leader, ašaridu 
forest, amagallu, ebûbatu 
forest (synonym) altalû, abābu 
forever, dārutaš, aḫartiš 
forever, adv. dāria, dāriatiš, dāriš, dārišam 
forfeit, to forfeit, emanami, in emanamumma epēšu 
forgive, to forgive, panu 
forgive, to help, azāru 
form, figure, alamdimmû 
foreman of a group of ten men, eširtu 
fort, fortified house and area, severity, strength (physical), power, force, violence, foundation, depth, 
firm ground, bedrock, lump, dunnu 
fortified, fierce, binding, heavy, hard, solid, strong,  thick, massive, steady, loud, legitimate, reliable, 
powerful, mighty, great, savage, difficult, dangerous, serious, grave, obstinate, bad, tyrannical, harsh, 
urgent, essential, imperative, pressing, dannu 
fortress, dūru, in bīt dūri
fortress, fortified place, ground, terrain, famine, hard times, distress, foundation pit bottom, cold 
weather, part of window, valid tablet, dannatu 
fortune, good fortune, good luck, kindness, damqu 
fortune, have good fortune, propitious, to prosper, to improve, have good luck,  be pleasing, embellish, be 
gracious, do a favor, treat kindly, do good deeds, execute efficiently, give propitious omens, damāqu 
fortune, good fortune, favor (divine) grace, good luck, well-being, prosperity, fortune, profit, fame, 
recommendation, gratitude, beauty, choice thing, treasure, darling, dumqu
forty, erbā 
foundation, basis, base, habitation, duruššu i 
foundation platform, dublu 
foundation, depth, bedrock, firm ground, force, fort, fortified house and area, severity, strength 
(physical), power, violence, lump, dunnu 
four, erbe 
four, group or team of four, erbettu 
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four oxen team (for a plow), erbenītu 
fourteen times, erbêšerīšu 
fourteenth, erbêšerû 
four, the four, erbû 
four times, erbêšu 
fragrance, smell, scent, erešu 
frame of the body, a measure, bone, eṣemtu 
free, to become free, nūru 
free, to become free, to move about freely, to run off, darāru 
free, to become free of debt by royal decree, pure, to become pure, to purify, make pure, keep pure, to 
consecrate to a diety, to make free, cleanse oneself, to be purified, elēlu 
free man, to act as a free man, amēlūtu 
free, noble, holy, sacred, clean, pure, ellu 
fresh, new, eššu 
fresh, to become fresh, or new, edēšu 
friend, a friend, damiqtu, in bēl damiqti 
friend? atteru 
friend, ebru 
friend, favorite, dumqu, in bēl dumqi 
friendly, obliging, adj., gammilu 
friendly (political) relations, atterūtu 
friendly, to establish friendly relations, atterūtu 
friendliness, good luck, dumuqtu 
friends, to become friends, ru’ūtu 
frighten, to annoy, šūduru 
frog or small animal, dālilu 
from, before, with, in the presence of, instead of, ašar 
from, up to, toward, against, for, to, upon, ana 
from there, allānum 
front, ellamu 
fruit, a fruit, elluru 
fruit tree, tree, vine, gapnu 
fugitive, person without a family, arbu 
fulfill, to fulfill a wish, to carry out a wish, ṣibûtu 
full, finished, settled, terminated, whole, complete, gamru 
fuller overseer, ašlāku in rab ašlāki 
fuller, washerman, ašiāku 
fuller, washerman, craft, ašiākūtu 
furious, angry, terrible, awe-inspiring, adj., ezzu 
ferocious, raging, gaṣṣu 
furious, to be furious, to become furious, to make furious, fierce, ezēzu 
furiously, fiercely, adv., ezziš 
furniture, gašīrūtu 
furrow, absinnu, apkīsu 
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furthermore, as well, besides, in addition, moreover, indeed, appūna 
fury, ezzetu 
future, in the future, aḫrâtaš, aḫrītiš 
future, following, sequel, later child, person born later, second place or rank, rear, arkītu 
future, later,  second, lower in rank, back, rear, guarantor, arkû 
future, for the future, aḫḫuriš 
future, posterity, progeny, aḫrâtu, aḫriātu, aḫrītu 
gad about, aṣûtu 
gait, behavior, alaktu 
gang, group, of workmen, gâ’u 
gardener, irrigator, water drawer, dālû 
game preserve, ambassu 
garment, a garment, eparšû, erimtu, erīru 
garment, apparel covering the hips, dīdū 
garment, a costly garment, ellammešu, epattu 
garment, a fine garment, elathipu 
garment, a fine garment, allūru 
garment, kind of garment, abarniu, ašeratu 
garment, a garment (Egyptian word), adaha 
garment decoration, sewn on garment, (Hurrian word): aššijanni 
garment, a piece of apparel, ašlû 
garment, a red garment, adamu, adammu, adumu 
garment, a garment, agū, agiu, aribû, aštuzzu, atuplu, ēdiru, eduk, edūtu, elijānu
garment, a garment, allānu
garment, a divine garment, pure rites,  ella-mê 
garment, don a garment or weapon, edēqu 
garment, a kind of garment, a kind of trap, neck stock, erinnu  
garment, or a cover, dapsû
garment made of fine linen, gadmāḫu 
garment, stone, precious stone, ehlipakku 
garment, upper garment, elēnītu, elû 
garment, upper or outer garment, insincerity, high land, high terrain, outside, outer or upper part, 
penthouse, top part, deception, top pack, millstone, upper millstone, elītu 
gash, to gash, gêšu 
garment with fringes, *edapu 
gate, city gate, entrance gate, abullu 
gate, city gate, amumunna 
gate, high gate, name of main city gate of Nippur, abulmāḫu 
gatekeeper, ša abulli, bēl abulli, mār abulli, abul tannu  
gate official, rabi abulli 
gather, to gather up, to collect, to scrape together, to decant, to shovel, collect, to be decanted, esēpu 
gaze, eyesight, sight, wish, mirror, object looked upon, diglu 
gazelle, armû 
gem, precious stone inlay, diglu 
generation, dāru 
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genitals of a female, gabatinnu 
gentle, to act as a gentleman, amēlūtu 
gentleman, not a gentleman, amīilu in la amīlu 
ghost, individual’s demonic power, alû 
giant, gāšranu 
giddy, to be giddy, to stagger, dâmu 
gift, to exchange or send gifts, šulmānu 
gird, to gird, ebehu 
gird, to gird, to gird oneself, ezēḫu 
girdle, a type of loincloth, enû 
girl, homeless, destitute girl, ekūtu 
girl’s status (being homeless, destitute, unprotected), ekûtu 
girt, to be girt, tied, to have cramps, to cause cramps, ebeṭu 
give in full, to be settled, used up, to be annihilated, ruined, to spend, to concentrate, to encompass, to 
possess in full, finish, to finish, to bring to an end, to control, to annihilate, to use up, to settle, to pay or 
deliver in full, to use one’s full strength, to render a final verdict, to cause to spend, to hold together, to 
be brought to an end, gamāru 
give satisfaction, satisfy a legitimate demand, apālu 
gloom, darkness, da’ummatu 
gloomily, ekliš 
gloomy, to become gloomy, dim, dark, to be dark, to darken, to be darkened, eṭû 
glorify, to proclaim, dalālu 
glory, fame, praise, dalīlu 
glutton, eater, akkilu 
gnash the teeth, to bare the teeth, to rage, to be raging, gaṣāṣu 
gnashing, adj., *gāṣiṣu 
go abroad, nisâti 
go abroad, go overland, to cover a distance, eqlu 
go away, to absent oneself, to expel a person, to remove an object, to be removed, duppuru 
go, come, to go, to come, gâšu 
go downhill, descend, arādu 
go overland, elapse, to cross, pass along (walking), to advance on or continue a journey, to march in 
review, to pass by, to pass through, to transgress, to go beyond or exceed, to by-pass, avoid, to send on 
overland, to make pass on or proceed, to pass objects on, to move objects past, to hand over,  transfer, 
to go through with a ritual, to allow time to elapse, cause delay, to allow persons or boats to pass, to 
avert, to be transgressed, to be transferred, etēqu 
go, govern, rule, oppose, attack, send a message, advance, turn against person, confront, order, âru  
go home, arrive, to bring something to enter a house, city, penetrate, to invade, to come (of taxes or 
months), to enter, to enter into the king or god’s presence, to return, erēbu 
go on a journey, business trip, girru 
go, to go, move toward, akāšu, alāku 
go, to go, walk about, to live, act, be in motion, atalluku, italluku
go to the water ordeal, ḫuršānu 
go out, escape, to leave, depart, come out of a temple, etc., to rise (of stars), to grow, disappear, așû 
going out, departing (messenger, army, etc.), inclined to go, stray, leading out (street), disappearing 
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(disease), protruding object, āṣû 
goat (generic term), she-goat, constellation lyra, enzu 
goat, she-goat, azzatu 
goblet or bowl, dapi’u 
god, sky god, name of highest god, Anu
god, function, rank of the highest god, anūtu 
god, digirû 
god, elu 
god, dead god, dingiruggû 
goddess, eštaru 
godhead, supreme godhead, enlillūtu 
god’s title, abu, i.e. abu Enlil, ŜU.I
goddess function, aja’ūtu, ajûtu 
goddess, a term for goddess, amālû, amaluktu, amalūtu 
goddess, durdû, eltu 
goddess, arkaītu 
goddess, aštaru 
god, supreme god, enlillu 
going, moving, allaku 
good, favorable, dummuqu 
good, fine, pleasant, beautiful, handsome, of good family, well-to-do, expert, well-trained, of good quality, in 
good condition, gracious, favorable, propitious, effective, canonical, damqu
good luck, good fortune, favor (divine) grace, well-being, prosperity, fortune, profit, fame, recommendation, 
gratitude, beauty, choice thing, treasure, darling, dumqu
good luck, friendliness, dumuqtu 
goodness, good relations, good news, good luck, fame, favor, good will, luck, recommendation, damiqtu
goods, expended, akiltu  
gold, ajaraḫḫe 
gold, poetic synonym of hurāșu, “gold,” dajalu or ţajalu, dalpu or dalbu 
gore, to butt, genû 
gossip, lawsuit, legal case, agreement, matter, rumor, report, word, talk, dibbu 
govern, rule, oppose, attack, send a message, to go, advance, turn against person, confront, order, âru 
governor, to be governor, piḫatūtu 
governor, to rule as governor, šaknūtu  
grace, mercy, ennu 
grace, favor (divine) grace, gratitude, fame, fortune, good fortune, good luck, well-being, prosperity, 
fortune, profit, recommendation, beauty, choice thing, treasure, darling, dumqu 
gracious, do a favor, do good deeds fortune, have good fortune, propitious, prosper, improve, have 
good luck,  be pleasing, embellish, treat kindly, execute efficiently, give propitious omens, damāqu 
gracious, to be gracious, merciful, epēqu 
grain, cereal (generic term), ašnan 
grain, a type of groats (hulled grain, typically oats), dulīqāte 
granary, akāmu 
granary, storehouse, arahhu, ararû, arû 
grandfather, abiu mmi 
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grandfather, maternal, abi-ummi 
grass, a grass, aššultu, elmeštu 
grass, a kind of grass, arantu 
gratitude, fame, fortune, good fortune, favor (divine) grace, good luck, well-being, prosperity, fortune, 
profit, recommendation, beauty, choice thing, treasure, darling, dumqu  
grave, fortified, fierce, binding, heavy, hard, solid, strong,  thick, massive, steady, loud, legitimate, 
reliable, powerful, mighty, great, savage, difficult, dangerous, serious, obstinate, bad, tyrannical, harsh, 
urgent, essential, imperative, pressing, dannu 
great, grave, fortified, fierce, binding, heavy, hard, solid, strong,  thick, massive, steady, loud, legitimate, 
reliable, powerful, mighty, savage, difficult, dangerous, serious, obstinate, bad, tyrannical, harsh, urgent, 
essential, imperative, pressing, dannu 
great-grandfather, abi abi-abi, abu abaabiia 
greatly, very, adanniš 
greatly, very, severely, danniš 
green, to become green or yellow, to turn pale, arāqu 
green, yellow, arqu 
greenness, freshness, arqūtu 
greenry, vegetable, arqu 
grinding, to mill, work of a grinder, ararrūtu 
grinding slab, handmill,  erû 
ground, terrain, fortress, fortified place, famine, hard times, distress, foundation pit bottom, cold 
weather, part of window, valid tablet, dannatu 
group, a group or organization (foreign word), aršammaja 
group, gang of workmen, gâ’u 
grow, to disappear, come out of a temple, etc., depart, go out, escape, to leave, to rise (of stars), așû 
grown together, flourish, entangled, crossed, send forth shoots, stretch forth (arm, etc.), sprout, 
lengthen, elēpu 
guarantor, future, later,  second, lower in rank, back, rear, arkû 
guaranty, to assume, qātāte 
guide, to lead, to bring people/animals, to rule, to steer a boat, to have brought, send, guide safely, arû 
guilt, wrongdoing, misdeed, offense, punishment, fine, arnu 
guilty, annu, in ša anni 
gypsum, whitewash, gaṣṣu 
hair, tuft of hair, lump, etqu 
hair, wirey, stiff hair, apparrītu 
hair, having wirey hair, apparrû 
hall, a colonnaded audience hall,  appadānu(u) 
halter, lash, dirratu 
hamlet, rural settlement, edurû 
hammer-like tool, akkulu or aqqullu 
hamster-like, ašqudānu 
handmill, grinding slab, erû 
hand over, proceed, to make pass on or proceed, advance on or continue a journey, to march in review, 
to go through with a ritual, avert, transfer, to be transferred, to transgress, to be transgressed, to go 
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beyond or exceed, to by-pass, avoid, move objects past, go overland, elapse, to cross, pass along 
(walking), to pass by, to pass through, to send on overland, to pass objects on, to allow time to elapse, 
cause delay, to allow persons or boats to pass, etēqu 
hand, right hand, emittu 
hand seeder-plow, agadibbu 
hands, both hands, atulīmānu 
handsome, fine, good, pleasant, beautiful, of good family, well-to-do, expert, well-trained, of good 
quality, in good condition, gracious, favorable, propitious, effective, canonical, damqu 
handywork, agricultural work, tillage, construction, manufacture, crew, act, ritual, evil magic, epištu 
happens, is, build, construct, cultivate, manufacture, to practice witchcraft, treat person or thing, 
perform a divination, a ritual, to plant, permit (said of gods), to proceed, act, to act, be active, epēšu 
harass, to harass, duḫḫusu 
harassed, dalpiš 
harassed, to become harassed, worried, šutāduru 
hard, solid, strong, heavy, thick, massive, fortified, steady, loud, legitimate, binding, reliable, powerful, 
mighty, great, fierce, savage, difficult, dangerous, serious, grave, obstinate, bad, tyrannical, harsh, 
urgent, essential, imperative, pressing, dannu 
hard, difficult, fierce, strong,  ašṭu 
hardly, with difficultly, danna 
hardship, to suffer hardship, maruštu 
hard times, famine, distress, fortress, fortified place, ground, terrain, foundation pit bottom, cold 
weather, part of window, valid tablet, dannatu 
hare, arnabu 
harness part, of a donkey, alû 
harness, wooden part, amûdaju, amûdu 
harrow part, da’ipu 
harsh, obstinate, tyrannical, thick, serious, savage, reliable, massive, legitimate, loud, steady, urgent, 
pressing, powerful, mighty, essential, dangerous, difficult, great, grave, fortified, fierce, binding, heavy, 
hard, solid, strong, bad, imperative, dannu 
harp, dilītu 
harsh, treat harshly, to be thrown down, to trample upon, throw over or back, press hard, darāsu 
haruspicy, extispicy, to examine the entrails of a lamb, puhādu, têrtu 
harvest, ebûru 
harvest, to harvest, ebūru, eṣēdu 
harvester, reaper, ēṣidu 
harvesting, harvest, eṣēdu 
hasten, to hurry, arāhu 
headband, arû, eru 
headgear, a bandage, agittû, agiddû 
headdress, a headdress, aparakku 
headdress, to put on a head covering, headdress, apāru
heal, to heal a disease, bulṭû 
heat, emmūtu 
heated, to be or become hot, to heat, emēmu 
heaven and earth, of heaven and earth, epithet of Istar, ankībitu 
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heaven, a poetic word for heaven, ašratu 
heaven, cover, wrap, sheath, sky, ceiling, ermu 
heavy, hard, solid, strong,  thick, massive, fortified, steady, loud, legitimate, binding, reliable, powerful, 
mighty, great, fierce, savage, difficult, dangerous, serious, grave, obstinate, bad, tyrannical, harsh, 
urgent, essential, imperative, pressing, dannu 
heavy of movement, eṣlu 
heavy, to be heavy, tongue-tied, eqēqu 
heel, hoof, eqbu 
heel of human being, as ī du
height, *gab’u 
heir, ewuru 
heir, oldest son, son, aplu 
heir, position of son or daughter, aplūtu 
heir, rights of an heir, ewurūtu 
helmet, elû 
help, ajalu 
help, to help, rēsu 
help, to give help, usâtu 
help, to forgive, azāru 
help of a god, rēṣūtu 
herald, ālik mahri 
here, annukā, annukanna 
here is, here are, anummē 
here, from there, there, to there, ašrānu 
here, now, annuma 
here, then, now then, adû 
here, akanna, akannu, akanni, annakam 
here, from here, annānum 
here, hither, annikī’am, anniš 
heroic, strong, alru, datnu 
heroic, martial, ferocious, a name of Jupiter, dāpinu 
hewn, adj., gaṣṣu 
hide, to hide, marqītu, puzru  
high, exalted, proud, tall, elû 
high land, high terrain, outside, outer or upper part, penthouse, top part, insincerity, deception, top 
pack, millstone, upper millstone, upper or outer garment, elītu 
high priest, to appoint a high priest, našūt ēni 
high priest, to be a high priest, šangûtu 
high rank, honored, alimu 
hind, deer, ajalatu 
hire, agrūtu 
hire, to hire, rent, agāru 
hired man, agru, agirtu 
hirer, āgiru 
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hither, annišam 
hither, here,  annikī’am, anniš 
hobble, confused, cross, maneuver for a position, feint, stumble, perverse, to twist, become twisted,  
egēru 
hoe, allu 
hoe, a thin hoe, aḫzu, eḫzu 
hoe-wielder, allu, in ša alli 
hoist for drawing water from well, dilute 
hold together, give in full, to be settled, used up, to be annihilated, ruined, to spend, to concentrate, to 
encompass, to possess in full, finish, to finish, to bring to an end, to control, to annihilate, to use up, to 
settle, to pay or deliver in full, to use one’s full strength, to render a final verdict, to cause to spend, to 
be brought to an end, gamāru 
holy, lustrous, shining, trustworthy, proper, pure (religiously), polished, clean, ebbu 
holy, sacred, free, noble, clean, pure, ellu 
holy water, basin for holy water, egubbû 
homestead, to make a homestead, qinnu 
honey, dišpu 
honored, high rank, alimu 
hoof, heel, eqbu 
horn, garnu 
horned animal, ajigalluḫu 
horse, administrative term referring to horses, azukaraštum 
horse feeder (official) (that feeds garden plant aspastu?), aspastua 
horseman, elija ša sīsê  
horse spongedown, to sponge down a horse, rasīnu 
horses, qualifying horses, aštikittišu 
host, commensal host, akalu, in bel akali, bēl akli 
hostel, tavern, aštammu 
hostile, inimical, ajābû 
hostile, to act in a hostile way, nukurtu 
hostile, to be hostile, nakrūtu 
hostile, to be hostile, to open up hostilities, start a lawsuit, to make war, to quarrel, gerû 
hostile, to turn hostile, lemuttu 
hostility, enmity, ajābūtu 
hot, emmu 
hot water, egumû 
hot water bearer, emmu, in ša emmi 
house enclosure, fortification wall, city wall, inner city wall, fortress, parts of the human body, dūru  
household status, of a person who enters a household, errebûtu 
house in the city, ālu, in bīt āli 
housekeeper, (lit. prudent woman), emuqtu 
house maintenance, repair, performance of duties, ēpišānūtu 
house of the bride’s family where the wedding takes place, wedding, emūtu, in bīt emūti 
house, part of a house, appannu, durinnu 
house, type of house, arpani
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household utensil, awatamulušhe 
housework, to do housework, bītu-a’ 
how? akkā’i
how much? akkā’iki 
huge, overbearing, proud, gapšu 
huge, to be huge, massive, gapāšu 
human being (in contrast to gods and animals) amīlu 
human being, somebody, anybody, mankind, the human species, people, amīlūtu 
human body part, shell creature, aquatic animal with a shell, dādu 
human body parts, house enclosure, fortification wall, city wall, inner city wall, fortress, dūru
humble, to humble oneself, damāšu 
humble, adj. *damṣu 
humble, to be humble, ašāru, adj., ašru 
humbly, ašriš 
hump, asqubbītu 
hungry, adj., emṣu 
hungry, to be hungry, emēṣu 
hunt, to hunt, ba’āru, bu’ru, ṣēru 
hunting expedition, *dajāitu 
hurry, concern, duluḫtu 
hurry, to hasten, arāḫu 
hurriedly, in a perturbed mood, dulluḫiš 
husband’s family, emūtu 
hypogastric region (lower stomach), wooden part of implement, stone bead, emšu 
I, pron., anāku (OAkk., on) 
I, pron., anuki 
image maker, ēpiš ṣalmi 
immigrants, errebtu 
imperative, harsh, obstinate, tyrannical, thick, serious, savage, reliable, massive, legitimate, loud, 
steady, urgent, pressing, powerful, mighty, essential, dangerous, difficult, great, grave, fortified, fierce, 
binding, heavy, hard, solid, strong, bad, dannu 
implement, a tool, aripše 
implement, agricultural, argukku 
implement, agricultural? amandēnu 
implement maker, of ampannus, ampannuḫiu 
implement metal tip, appatu 
implement, small metal implement, daššu 
implement, wooden, ampannu 
implement wooden part, stone bead, hypogastric region (lower stomach), emšu 
important, serious, strong, dunnunu 
impoverished, to become impoverished, to become dilapidated, weak, shaky, to be out of funds, enēšu 
impregnate, pregnant, to be pregnant, to conceive, erû 
imprisoned, locked, edlu 
improve, to improve, prosper, to have good luck, fortune, be propitious, to be pleasing, embellish, be 
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gracious, do a favor, treat kindly, do good deeds, execute efficiently, provide propitious omens, damāqu 
impudent, fearless, la ādiru 
in addition to, apart from, above, over, upstream, prep., elēn, elēnu 
in addition, moreover, besides, furthermore, indeed, as well, appūna 
incantation magic formula, dihun dihun 
incantation priest, dimmaḫḫu 
incapable, emūqu in la emūqā 
incise a relief, to apportion (lots), to draw, to make a drawing, esēqu 
indeed, yes, anna, anni, annû
indifference, indifference moveing, wander aimlessly, prowl, wander in despair, move unnaturally, dâlu 
individual, solitary, single person or object, ēdu 
infant (suckling), dumugabû 
infect disease, to inflict diseases, join together, to be joined together, unite, support, tax, impose taxes, 
fines, load, land a boat, lean, to lean against, to reach, to cling to, to come in contact, to stand nearby, 
take cover, refuge, to place a lean upon or against something, to assign, accuse, mix, add up, meet, 
emēdu 
inferior, small, dallu 
inflate, blow into somebody, said of evil spirits, to blow away spirit from dead body, edēpu 
information, notice, di’atu 
inhabitant of town, present, sitting, tenant, living in a house, ašbu 
inhabited, ašbu 
ingot or weight, ganūnu 
insect, plant, dajae 
insect, an insect, dimānu 
insect, an insect, a demon, aburrisānu, burrisānu 
insect, an insect, (lit. reaper of the surface of the water), ēṣid pān mê  
insect, or an animal, adaru 
insert into a center, to become severed, sting, to pierce,  dakāšu 
insincerity, high land, high terrain, outside, outer or upper part, penthouse, top part, deception, top 
pack, millstone, upper millstone, upper or outer garment, elītu 
insolently, ekṣiš 
insolently, rashly, adv. erḫāniš 
inspection, to make an inspection, minūtu 
inspector, scout,  dajālu 
inspector chief, dajālu, in rab dajāli 
instead of, from, before, with, in the presence of, ašar 
instruct, check, control, organize, marshall forces, muster, to provide food rations, be mustered, ašāru   
instrument, musical, adapu 
intercede, abbûtu 
innumerable, almīn 
intelligently, adv., emqiš 
intercede, to intercede, abbūtu 
interfere, confuse, denounce, disturb, embarrass, blur eyes, stir up, roil water, become troubled, dalāḫu 
intestinal trouble, ti have intestinal trouble, emēru 
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introductory word, particle introducing direct speech, enma 
intruder, newcomer, person accepted into the family, errebu 
investigate, to investigate an affair, amatu-a 
investigate, to  investigate a case, dibbu, kutaliu 
investigate, to make an investigation, dinu-a 
invert, to alternate, to change, to displace, to shift, to revoke terms, commands, retract, substitute, 
interchange, replace one another, to be revoked, enû
invade, to come (of taxes or months), to enter, to enter, to enter into the king or god’s presence, to 
penetrate, to return, to arrive, to go home, to bring something to enter a house, city, erēbu 
inverted, in an inverted position, enīta 
irrigated field, irrigation, dālu 
irrigated fields, irrigated by water drawn from wells, daluwātu 
irrigator, water drawer, gardener, dālû 
irrigator, worker on irrigation ditches, ēsip iki 
irrigation, using water from a well, dālu, dīlu 
iron smelting, to smelt iron, parzillu 
is, happens, build, construct, cultivate, manufacture, to practice witchcraft, treat person or thing, 
perform a divination, a ritual, to plant, permit (said of gods), to proceed, act, to act, be active, epēšu
isolated, unattached, lone person, aloneness, ēdēnu 
Istar’s cult attendant, assinnu 
Istar cult attendant’s position, assinūtu 
jaundice, a name for the sparrow, amurriqānu 
jaundice, god of jaundice, aḫḫāzu 
jester, ēpiš nu’ûti 
jewelry, dumāqu 
jewelry, a piece of jewelry, allu, annuqu, (Hurrian word:), aqarhu, atannu, ediptu, gamagallu  
jewelry, a piece of jewelry or ornament, dašannu 
join together, to be joined together, unite, support, tax, impose taxes, fines, load, land a boat, lean, to 
lean against, to reach, to cling to, to come in contact, to stand nearby, take cover, refuge, to place a lean 
upon or against something, to inflict diseases, to assign, accuse, mix, add up, meet, emēdu 
journey, to undertake a journey, ḫarrānu 
joy, ebiru, elșu 
joyful, elșu 
joyful exclamation, ellēa ellēama 
joyfully, elṣiš 
jubilation, elēlu 
judicial official of high status, dātabara 
judicial official of high status, dātu, in ša muḫḫi dātu 
judge, to act as a judge, dajānūtu 
judge, to judge, to render judgment, to start a lawsuit, to start litigation, to be judged, dânu 
judge, dajānu 
judge, status of a judge, dajānūtu 
judgeship, dā’inūtu 
judgement, decision, verdict, punishment, legal practice, law, law article, case, lawsuit, claim, court, 
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dīnu 
jug, a small jug for ritual purposes, garunnu 
Jupiter, a name of Jupiter, ferocious, heroic, martial, dāpinu 
justice, to obtain justice, mišarūtu 
justice, to provide justice, dispatch, send, insure the correct performance of a ritual, to make do the 
right thing, thrive, to prosper, to inject an enema, clear up, to give birth easily, to charge (an enemy), 
straighten up, to  go straight toward, to thrive, to prosper, to be or become all right, to move the 
bowels, to proceed, to move straight ahead, to cause to move along a straight or correct course to 
prepare, to proceed, march on, to put or keep in good order, to set aright, to give correct decisions, to 
advance against, to become successful, to be put in order, to be fitted out correctly, ešēru 
just as, accordingly, thus, appitti 
keel of a ship, backbone, spine, battering ram part, eṣenṣēru 
kettle, dūdu 
kid, male kid, gadû 
kill, to kill a person or animal, murder, execute, break a tablet, defeat, fight, to smite, be killed, dâku 
killed, slain (said of persons, animals and trees) diku 
kiln, adūgu. atūgu 
kilt, loincloth, adadu, anabu, ešû 
kin, blood money, blood, bloodshed, slaying, damu 
kind act, to perform a kind act, to act so as to please, to be obliging, to come to an agreement, to spare, 
save, to make mutual concessions, gamālu 
kindling wood, ešše’u 
kindling wood, reed or wood for kindling, gibillu 
kindness, damāqu 
kindness, divine kindness, gamālu 
kindness, good fortune, good luck, damqu 
king, to make somebody king, šarru 
king, to rule as king, to be king, šarrūtu 
knife, a knife, arītu 
knife, a kind of knife, egataktu 
knock down, dapānu 
knock over, push, press, da’āpu 
know, to know, edû 
knowledge, edūtu 
lame, to lame, to paralyze, immobilize, to become heavy of movement, eṣēlu 
lance, azamrūtu, esmarû 
lancer, lance bearer, aštabarru 
land, area, field, region, terrain, eqlu 
land a boat, lean, to lean against, to reach, to cling to, to come in contact, to stand nearby, take cover, 
refuge, to place a lean upon or against something, to load, to impose taxes, fines, to inflict diseases, to 
assign, accuse, support, to join, unite, mix, add up, to be joined together, meet, emēdu 
land, a plot of land, ašlu 
land, inarable land, apītu  
lash, halter, dirratu  
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lasting, to last long, arāku 
lasting, durable, enduring, everlasting, perpetual, dārû 
late?  aplu 
late, to be late, ahāru 
later, aharrû,  
later child, person born later, future, following, sequel, second place or rank, rear, arkītu 
later, future, second, lower in rank, back, rear, guarantor, arkû 
later on, afterward, arkāniš, arkānu 
lawsuit, legal case, agreement, matter, rumor, report, word, talk, gossip, dibbu 
lawsuit, to start a lawsuit, to be hostile, to open up hostilities, to make war, to quarrel, gerû 
lay a hand on, to reach forth, qātu 
lawlessness, bad luck, evil, damiqtu, in la damiqti 
law, law article, case, lawsuit, claim, court, judgement, decision, verdict, punishment, legal practice,  
dīnu 
lawsuit, to start a lawsuit, judge, to judge, to render judgment, to start litigation, to be judged, dânu 
lawsuit, present a lawsuit, amatu 
lead, (ore) abāru 
lead, to rule, to steer a boat, bring people/animals, guide, to have brought, send, guide safely, arû 
lead (animal), first, foremost, high ranking, vanguard, leader, ašaridu 
leader, adû, gešṭû 
leader, foremost, first, lead (animal), high ranking, vanguard, ašaridu 
leader, superior, a member of a class of workers, ālik pani 
leadership, ālik-panûtu 
leadership of the army, ālikūt mahri 
leadership (in battle), prowess, highest rank, ašaridūtu 
leadership, to exercise leadership, mu’irrūtu 
lean, powerless, weak, enšu 
lean, to lean against, to reach, to cling to, to come in contact, to stand nearby, to land (a boat), take 
cover, refuge, to place lean upon or against something, to load, to impose taxes, fines, to inflict diseases, 
to assign, accuse, support, to join, unite, mix, add up, to be joined together, meet, emēdu 
learn, to find out, qātu 
leash? reins, appatu 
leather bearing (of a pivot stone), eau 
leather object, anuššu, dabiru 
leatherworker, aškāpu 
leave, leave behind, to leave to posterity, to leave a token remnant of land, desert, to abandon, to 
neglect, disregard, to leave something with or to a person, to entrust, to reserve, set aside, to lend 
money, to bequeath, to divorce, to make out a legal document, to spare, leave out, to save, to be saved, 
to leave one another, ezēbu 
leatherworker, craft of, aškāpūtu 
legacy, to accept a legacy, jaritūtu 
legal case, lawsuit, agreement, matter, rumor, report, word, talk, gossip, dibbu 
legitimate, loud, steady, urgent, pressing, powerful, mighty, essential, dangerous, difficult, great, grave, 
fortified, fierce, binding, heavy, hard, solid, strong,  thick, massive, reliable, savage, serious, obstinate, 
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bad, tyrannical, harsh, imperative, dannu 
legging maker, ēpiš kapalli 
lend, to lend money, to save, to be saved, set aside, to reserve, leave, to leave behind, to leave to 
posterity, leave a token remnant of land, desert, to abandon, to neglect, disregard, to leave something 
with or to a person, to entrust, bequeath, divorce, to make out a legal document, to spare, leave out, to 
leave one another, ezēbu 
length, ariktu 
leper, garbānu 
leper, garābu, in ša garābi 
lepers office, office of the person in charge of lepers, garbānūtu  
leprosy, epqu 
leprosy, scab, garābu 
leprous, adj., garbu 
leprous, adj., (occasionally only as a personal name), garūbu 
leprous person, adj., garṣu 
let me go!, interj., gādē 
letter, tablet, egirtu 
levy of a group, marching into battle, work, summoned corvee work, dikûtu 
lewd person, ganzazû 
liar, exaggerator, atartu, in ša atrāti 
liability, obligation, e’iltu 
likewise, similarly, akannama, kannama, ammûri 
linen-clad (designation of certain priests and persons admitted to the sanctuary), gadalallalû 
linen wrap (in cultic use), linen curtain in the temple, gadalû 
literary composition, type of tablet, asarru 
litigate, to recite, relate, talk, to tell, speak, come to agreement, negotiate, plead, complain, dabābu 
litigate, to start litigation, lawsuit, to start a lawsuit, to judge, to render judgment, to be judged, dânu 
litigant, adversary in court, amatu,  in bēl amati 
live, to reside, stay somewhere, sit down, wait, sit idly, mourn, officiate (of kings, etc.), populated, ašābu 
liver, gabidu 
liver, liver model, amūtu 
living quarters or storage room or building, ganūnu 
load, land a boat, lean, to lean against, to reach, to cling to, to come in contact, to stand nearby, take 
cover, refuge, to place a lean upon or against something, to impose taxes, fines, to inflict diseases, to 
assign, accuse, support, to join, unite, mix, add up, to be joined together, meet, emēdu 
loam pit, esû 
loan, of a special type, ebuṭṭu 
loans, to make long term loans, šiddu 
lock, to lock, edēlu 
locked, imprisoned, edlu 
locked up, constipated, eslu 
locust, erbu 
locust, dust locust (a kind of locust), erib turbu’ti 
locust, lepra-covered (kind of locust), erib garābi 
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locust-like, erebiš 
lodger, temporary resident, emmedu 
loincloth, a loincloth, aparu 
loincloth, a type of loincloth or girdle, enû 
loincloth, or kilt, ešû 
lone person, aloneness, isolated, unattached, ēdēnu 
long, tall, arku, arraku 
lord, prince, etellu 
lord, ruler, high priest, high priestess, ēnu  
lordship, authority, etellūtu 
lordship, office of the high priestess, ēnūtu  
lookout of fowler, amar usandî 
look, to look to, look after, ana/ina muhhi
look, to look at, look on with indifference, own, to take aim, to wait for, to attend to, belong to, dagālu
looking (life-like, said of the eyes of statues), dāgilu 
looking, onlooker, dāgilu 
loom utinsel, donkey goad, akaju
loom part, esû 
loom part of wood, asû 
looseness, detachment of soldiers, aliktu 
lordly, in a lordly way, proudly, adv., etelliš 
loud, steady, urgent, pressing, powerful, mighty, essential, dangerous, difficult, great, grave, fortified, 
fierce, binding, heavy, hard, solid, strong,  thick, massive, legitimate, reliable, savage, serious, obstinate, 
bad, tyrannical, harsh, imperative, dannu 
loudly, outwardly, on high, on top, up, upward, upstream, in excess, in addition, eliš 
lot, portion, ešqu 
lotion, to apply medicinal lotion, marhașu 
love, to make love, ru’āmu, ulșu 
love-making, object of love, darling, favorite, dādu 
low status, person of low status, dunnamā-amēlu, dunnamû 
lower in rank, second, rear, back, guarantor, future, later, arkû 
lowly person, ašpaitu, *atu’u 
luck, bad luck, evil, damiqtu, in la damiqti 
luck, good luck, good fortune, kindness, damqu 
luck, goodness, good relations, good news, good luck, fame, favor, good will, recommendation, damiqtu 
lucky, propitious, to prosper, to improve, to have good luck, fortune, to be pleasing, embellish, be 
gracious, do a favor, treat kindly, do good deeds, execute efficiently, provide propitious omens, damāqu 
lump, foundation, depth, bedrock, firm ground, force, fort, fortified house and area, severity, strength 
(physical), power, violence, dunnu  
lump, hair, tuft of hair, etqu 
lustrous, shining, trustworthy, proper, pure (religiously), polished, clean, holy, ebbu  
lynx, azaru 
magic, plant used in magic, anhullu 
magic throat cutting (to perform), zikurudû 
mail, armor, coat of mail, apluhtu 
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majesty? Power? Adû 
make-up, paint, ebirtu 
making decisions, etc., final, effective, complete, gāmiru 
maligner, denouncer, ākil karsi 
mammal, a mammal, gāridu 
man, a young man, ajaru 
man (describing a man), adj., gardu 
man-eating, ākilu 
manhood, manliness, status of an eṭlu, eṭlūtu 
mankind, abrātu, epâti 
mankind, a word for mankind, atmû rēŝētu 
mankind, the human species, human being, people, somebody, anybody, amīlūtu 
manliness, manhood, status of an eṭlu, eṭlūtu 
manliness, virility, dūtu 
manly, adv., eṭliš 
mantis grasshopper, adudillu 
manufacture, evil magic, crew, construction, agricultural work, handywork, tillage, act, ritual, epištu 
manufacture, to practice witchcraft, treat person or thing, build, construct, perform a divination, a 
ritual, to plant, to cultivate, permit (said of gods), to proceed, act, to act, be active, is, happens, epēšu 
mattock, primitive tool for breaking up the soil, alsudilû 
marching into battle, work, summoned corvee work, levy of a group, dikûtu 
march, to march on, to charge (an enemy), to move straight ahead,  to inject an enema, to move the 
bowels, to put or keep in good order, to be put in order, to advance against, to become successful, 
proceed, to be fitted out correctly, to provide justice, dispatch, send, insure the correct performance of 
a ritual, to make, do the right thing, thrive, to prosper, clear up, to give birth easily, straighten up, to  go 
straight toward, to thrive, to prosper, to be or become all right, to proceed, to cause to move along a 
straight or correct course, to prepare, to set aright, to give correct decisions, ešēru 
mare, she-ass, donkey mare, atānu 
mark, mole, a red berry, erimu 
mark on liver, didisû 
marriage, person taking a woman in marriage, bridegroom, āḫizānu 
marriage gift, aḫūzatu, aḫuzzatu 
marry, to marry, to make a woman a lawful wife, aššatu 
marsh, agammu 
marsh, lagoon of reeds, reed bed, appāru 
marshall forces, muster, to organize, provide food rations, check, control, instruct, be mustered, ašāru 
massive, legitimate, loud, steady, urgent, pressing, powerful, mighty, essential, dangerous, difficult, 
great, grave, fortified, fierce, binding, heavy, hard, solid, strong,  thick, reliable, savage, serious, 
obstinate, bad, tyrannical, harsh, imperative, dannu 
massive, solid, to make massive, to solidify, to become solid, epēqu 
massive, strong, eŝqu 
massiveness, epiqtu 
massive, to be huge, gapāšu 
martial, warlike, adj. dappānu 
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martial, Jupiter, a name of Jupiter, ferocious, heroic, dāpinu 
mash, a kind of mash, alūtu 
mating, gārišu 
matter, rumor, report, word, talk, gossip,  legal case, lawsuit, agreement, dibbu 
mature, to become mature, adult, eṭēlut 
mayor, to be a mayor, ḫazannūtu 
meanwhile, until then, adišu 
measure, a measure, gamatu 
measure, a field of measure, one-tenth of a homer, seeder plow, epinnu 
measure, a measure, rope, tow rope, surveyor’s measuring rope, ašlu 
measure, a measure, bone, frame of the body, eṣemtu 
measure, a surface measure, rope, eblu 
measure of an area, awiharu 
measure of capacity, ardabu 
medical, higher medical art, azugallūtu 
medical treatment, to apply a medical treatment, šammū 
medicinal drug, aršuzuzil 
medicinal lotion, lotion, to apply medicinal lotion, marhaṣu 
medical practice, treatment, lore, asûtu 
medical, to give a medical treatment, asûtu 
medication (powder), duqatu 
meet, refuge, reach, mix, assign, accuse, infect disease, to inflict diseases, join together, to be joined 
together, unite, support, tax, impose taxes, fines, load, land a boat, lean, to lean against, to cling to, to 
come in contact, to stand nearby, take cover, to place a lean upon or against something, add up, emēdu 
menstruating woman, erištu 
mention, to mention, ḫissatu 
merchandise shipment evaluated in tin, awītu 
merciful, forbearing, gāmilu 
merciful, to have mercy, *enēnu 
merciful, to be gracious, epēqu 
merciful, gamilu, in la gāmilu 
merciful, gammālu 
merciless (occassionaly only as a name of a diety), gamālu, in la gamāl  
mercy, grace, ennu 
mercy request, ask for mercy, to pray, enēnu 
message (send), advance, attack, go, govern, rule, oppose, turn against person, confront, order, âru  
metal, a precious metal, amūtu, aši’u 
metal object, ankunnu 
metal object inspection, to inspect metal objects, unûtu 
metal object (Iron?), *elu 
metal household object, angurinnu 
might, superiority, strength, force, violence, severity (said of cold weather), danānu 
mighty, essential, dangerous, difficult, great, grave, fortified, fierce, binding, heavy, hard, solid, strong,  
thick, massive, steady, loud, legitimate, reliable, powerful, savage, serious, obstinate, bad, tyrannical, 
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harsh, urgent, imperative, pressing, dannu 
military official (Assyrian), ālu in rab ālāni 
military unit of ten men, (Hurrian word): emanti 
milkweed, a kind of milkweed, arīhu 
mill, ararru in bīt ararri 
mill, to mill, work of a grinder, ararrūtu 
millet, duhnu 
millet, a kind of millet, arsikku 
military class or profession, gardu 
millstone, ammatu 
millstone, upper millstone, top pack, penthouse, upper or outer garment, to part, high terrain, high 
land, upper or outer part, outside, insincerity, deception, elītu 
mine or to smelt copper, erû-a’ 
mineral, a mineral, agargarītu, ashar 
mineral containing stibium, alulūtu 
mineral dye, alluharu, allaḫaru, annuḫaru  
mirror (Synonym) aduru 
mirror, gaze, eyesight, sight, wish, object looked upon, diglu 
misdeed, fine, guilt, wrongdoing, offense, punishment, arnu 
misery, hardship, dullu 
misfortune, secrency, hiding, falsehood, slander, aḫītu 
mistreat, to suffer spasms, be distressed, cause distress, disturbed, despair, distraught, worried, ašāšu 
mix, assign, accuse, infect disease, to inflict diseases, join together, to be joined together, unite, support, 
tax, impose taxes, fines, load, land a boat, lean, to lean against, to reach, to cling to, to come in contact, 
to stand nearby, take cover, refuge, to place a lean upon or against something, add up, meet, emēdu 
mix, to mix ingredinets, evaluate, calculate, šutābulu 
moaner, dimmatu, in ša dimmati 
moaning, dimmatu, dimmu, dumāmu 
moldy, adj., erru 
moldy, to become moldy, erēru 
mole, mark, a red berry, erimu 
month, intercalary month, diri, dirigû 
month name, “acorn month,” allānātu 
month, (festival of this month: elūlu), Elul 
month name, eighth month, araḫsamna 
month name, arkabinnu, attana, attanašwe, ebirtu 
month, to add an intercalary month, dar 
month name (Hurrian word): ekkena  
monthly, arḫâ 
monthly, each month, arḫussu 
monthly duty, *arḫītu 
monthly, on the first of each month, arḫišam 
mood, oracular utterance, reputation, expressed by others, egirrû 
moon disk, crown, agû, aga’u 
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moon, new moon, first of the month, arhu 
more, in excess, eli 
more than, over, on account of, on, at the debit of, against, above, upon, to, towards, beyond, eli 
moreover, in addition, besides, furthermore, indeed, as well, appūna 
mortar, area volume, soil, territory, scales, earth, loose earth, debris, dust,  ore, eperu 
mortify, to mortify oneself, ikkû 
mosquito, ašturru 
moth, a moth, ašāšu 
mother (Elamite word), amma 
mother, a name for mother, ammatu 
mother-in-law, emētu 
mountain, a word for mountain, arutû 
mountain pass, sunset, west, erebu 
mountain region that is remote, durgu 
mounting, a mounting of a ring of iron, jewel, etc. aḫzūtu 
mourn, to mourn, damāmu 
mourn, live, to reside, stay somewhere, sit down, wait, sit idly, officiate (of kings, etc.), populated, ašābu 
mourning, damāmu 
mouse, dormouse? arrabu 
mouth, to open the mouth, pû-a’ 
move objects past, go overland, elapse, to cross, pass along (walking), to advance on or continue a 
journey, to march in review, to pass by, to pass through, to transgress, to go beyond or exceed, to by-
pass, avoid, to send on overland, to make pass on or proceed, to pass objects on, to hand over,  transfer, 
to go through with a ritual, to allow time to elapse, cause delay, to allow persons or boats to pass, to 
avert, to be transgressed, to be transferred, etēqu 
move to another location, to remove, clear away, to make rise and depart, to arouse from sleep, collect 
taxes, to summon officials, call up workers, mobilize, raise, lift up, call and dispatch soldiers, move 
troops into battle, to prompt, dekû 
moving, going, allaku 
moving out, waywardness, aṣûtu 
much, very much, dannišamma 
muddy, blurred, confused, cloudy, disturbed, dalhu 
mule, damdammu 
multiply, to twine, to double, eṣēpu 
murder, smite, fight, defeat, to be killed, execute, kill, to kill a person or animal, break a tablet, dâku 
murder, to commit murder, risibtu 
murderer, da’ikānu, dā’iku, fem. dā’iktu, ēpiš nērti 
murderer (lit. experienced in bloodshed), amir damī  
musical instrument, a musical instrument, elû 
musician, kalû-musician of the second rank, galaussû 
musician, to perform as a musician, nārutû 
musician, to express joy, ēpiš nigûti 
muster, andēsu 
muster, to organize, marshall forces, provide food rations, check, control, instruct, be mustered, ašāru 
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mutilate, trim, cut, gaṣāṣu 
mutilate, to myrtle, asu 
naked, erēššānu, *eriššummānu 
naked, empty, empty handed, destitute, erû 
nauseated, âšu 
navel, center of a country, of an army, abunnatu 
necromancer, eṭemmu, in ša eṭemmi 
negligence, carelessness, etītu 
negligence, to commit an act of negligence, egītu 
negligent person, egû 
net, ešešû 
net, to catch in a net, ešēšu 
net, to catch in a net, to engulf, overwhelm, ašāšu 
newness, eššūtu 
news, report, spoken word, utterance, formula, amatu 
night, to spend the night, gêšu 
night watchman, summoner (for taxes or corvée work), dēkû 
no!, no!, interj. ē 
nought, to come to nought, adi ulla alāku 
neck muscles, dadānu 
neck stock, a kind of trap, kind of garment, erinnu 
needle or spear, dalû 
negotiate, litigate, recite, relate, talk, to tell, speak, come to agreement, plead, complain, dabābu 
neglect, to leave something with or to a person, lend, to lend money, save, to be saved, set aside, 
reserve, leave, leave behind, leave to posterity, leave a token remnant of land, desert, to abandon, 
disregard, to entrust, bequeath, divorce, to make out a legal document, to spare, leave out, to leave one 
another, ezēbu 
nervous, to be or become nervous or restless, to quiver, twitch, to have a premature emission, to be or 
become frightened, to fear, to frighten, to cause trouble, to scare away, to inspire fear, inspire awe, or 
respect, galātu 
net used for hunting and warfare, a net-like sack, demon, alluḫappu 
nether world, (a poetic name for nether world), arallu 
nether world, danninu 
nether world, epru, in bīt epri 
never mind! Disregard it!, interj.,  ezib 
new, fresh, eššu 
newcomer, person accepted into the family, intruder, errebu 
new, to become new or fresh, edēšu 
no, anšu 
noble, free, holy, sacred, clean, pure, ellu 
noble, word for important noble, ašû 
nomads, shepherds settlement, dāru 
noon, word for noon, ašītu 
nose, tip, crown, end, rim, edge, spur of land, causeway, appu  
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notice, information, di’atu 
now, adukul, aduku or adugu (in Egyptian texts only) 
now, adv. enna 
now, enanna, enannu, anīna, akann, annuš 
now, at once, look! ani or anni 
now, here, annuma 
now, indeed? anna 
now, right now, ašar 
now, see, annu 
now then, along with, annūrig  
now then!, come!, interj., gana 
now then! well now! agana 
numerous, abundant, dešû 
numerous, teeming, epithet of human beings, apâtu 
oak, elānu 
oak, Kanis oak, allānkānis 
oath, to take an oath, adê, nīš 
oats, grain, a type of groats (hulled grain, typically oats), dulīqāte 
object, an object, ešrû 
object, to object, epēsu 
obligation, liability, e’iltu 
obliging, friendly, adj., gammilu 
obliging, to perform a kind act, to act so as to please, to come to an agreement, to spare, save, to make 
mutual concessions, gamālu 
observer, spy, dagiltu, in ša dagilti 
observer of birds for divination pirposes, augur, diviner, dāgil iššūre 
obstinate, tyrannical, thick, serious, savage, reliable, massive, legitimate, loud, steady, urgent, pressing, 
powerful, mighty, essential, dangerous, difficult, great, grave, fortified, fierce, binding, heavy, hard, 
solid, strong, bad, harsh, imperative, dannu 
offense, misdeed, fine, guilt, wrongdoing,  punishment, arnu 
offering, or pious gift to the gods (see also, sanctuary), aširtu 
offering, to arrange a riksu offering, riksu-a’ 
offering, to present food offerings, apālu 
offering, votive offering, equ 
office of the alaḫḫinu, alaḫḫinūtu 
officer commanding a group, emantuḫlu 
officer, a type of officer, (Hurrian word): ezatuhlu 
official, an official, dašija, didakku, eruḫlu, gadā’a -(Old. Pers. Word?), gardupatu 
official, an official (Hittite word): antubšalli 
official, in rab appāri, appāru 
official, amurru, in rabi amurri 
official, administrative, alaḫḫinu, laḫḫinu, alḫenu 
official, chief palace official, ekallu, in rabi ekalli 
official in queen’s court, *alaḫḫinatu, laḫḫinatu 
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official in charge of the women, amīltu 
official, in rabi alaḫḫini, alaḫḫinu 
official, a high official in charge of a city, ālu, in ša muḫḫi āli 
official in charge of personnel, abi sābi, abu sābi 
official in charge of a dimtu district, dimtu, in bēl dimti 
official, an official, agāu, agālu, (re: equid), arariḫuru -(Hurrian word) 
official of the gagû-district, gagû, in ša bāb gagȋ 
official or craftsman, gelduḫlu 
old, to grow old, labīrūtu 
old, to become old, šībūtu 
omen, to give an omen, ittu 
ominous mark in divination, desired object, wish, request, erištu 
on account of, on, at the debit of, against, above, upon, over, to, towards, more than, beyond, eli 
on behalf of, on account of, with respect to, related to, because of, concerning, aššum 
on, beyond, above, el 
one-by-one, aha aha
on high, on top, up, upward, upstream, in excess, in addition, outwardly, loudly, eliš 
onlooker, looking, dāgilu 
only, adv., ela 
only person, unique, ettu 
only, solitary, single, ēdēnû 
operate, to perform an operation? simmu 
opponent, duplicate, copy, gabarû 
oppose, attack, send a message, to go, advance, turn against person, confront, order, rule, govern, âru 
oppress, to oppress, dullulu  
oppressive, trample, upon, throw over or back, press hard, treat harshly, be thrown down, darāsu 
oracle requester, dinu, in ša dīni 
orchard, gapnu, in bīt gapan 
order, to establish order by divine action, parṣū-a’ 
order, to execute an order, ša pī PN, šipirtu 
order, to give orders, amatu (with sûhuzu) 
order, send message, advance, confront, oppose, to attack, go, to go, turn against a person, âru
order, to put or keep in good order, to be put in order, to advance against, to become successful, 
proceed, to be fitted out correctly, justice, to provide justice, dispatch, send, insure the correct 
performance of a ritual, to make do the right thing, thrive, to prosper, to inject an enema, clear up, to 
give birth easily, to charge (an enemy), straighten up, to  go straight toward, to thrive, to prosper, to be 
or become all right, to move the bowels, to proceed, to move straight ahead, to cause to move along a 
straight or correct course to prepare, to march on, to set aright, to give correct decisions, ešēru 
organize, marshall forces, muster, to provide food rations, check, control, instruct, be mustered, ašāru 
ornament, a kind of ornament, emartu 
ornament, a kind of ornament, epapu?      
ornament, a small ornament, as on a necklace, alu 
ornament made of copper, armatu 
ornament or a piece of jewelry, dašannu 
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ornament, probably a necklace, gāgu
opinion, to consider an opinion, to find out a person’s opinion, tēmu 
oppressed, wronged, dullulu 
oracular utterance, reputation, expressed by others, mood, egirrû 
order, to be put in order, to become successful, proceed, to be fitted out correctly, justice, to provide 
justice, dispatch, send, insure the correct performance of a ritual, to make do the right thing, thrive, to 
prosper, to inject an enema, clear up, to give birth easily, to charge (an enemy), straighten up, to  go 
straight toward, to thrive, to prosper, to be or become all right, to move the bowels, to proceed, to 
move straight ahead, to cause to move along a straight or correct course to prepare, to march on, to put 
or keep in good order, to set aright, to give correct decisions, to advance against, ešēru 
ornament, a kind of ornament, emartu 
other bank, on the other bank, eberta, ebertān 
other bank, other side, ebertu 
other, the other, that, allû 
outer or upper part, outside, penthouse, top part, high terrain, high land, insincerity, deception, top 
pack, millstone, upper millstone, upper or outer garment, elītu
outlet of a canal, arūru 
outside, ahānu, 
outside, at both sides, ahia 
outside, outer or upper part,  penthouse, top part, high terrain, high land, insincerity, deception, top 
pack, millstone, upper millstone, upper or outer garment, elītu 
outwardly, loudly, on high, on top, up, upward, upstream, in excess, in addition, eliš 
over, on account of, on, at the debit of, against, above, upon, to, towards, more than, beyond, eli 
over, upstream, in addition to, apart from, above, prep. Elēn, elēnu 
overage, excess, excessive growth, atartu 
overcast, adūru
overlordship, to exercise overlordship, etellūtu 
overpowering strength, to achieve, gāmirūtu 
oversee, to act as overseer, akiutu, mušēpišūtu 
overseer, ammāru 
overseer of soldiers, aklu, waklu, *uklu 
overseer, position of overseer, *akiūtu 
overseer, to be an overseer, rābiṣūtu 
over the wall, adv., dūrāniš 
owl, kind of owl, akkû 
own, to take aim, to wait for, to attend to, belong to, look, to look at, look on with indifference, dagālu 
ox, bull ox, beef, alpu
oxen trained to the seeder-plow, adj., ērišu 
ox driver, arki alpī 
ox driver, heir, retainer, ālik arki, ālik warki, ālik urki 
ox, hand ox, alap ritti 
ox, mountain ox, alap šadê
ox, river ox, foreign animal, alap nāri
ox, one yoke ox, alap nīri
ox, water ox, alap mê
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pacing, traveling across the sky, adj., ebberu 
pack, caravan, ellatu 
pack, to pack, darāku 
pack, top pack, millstone, upper millstone, penthouse, upper or outer garment, to part, high terrain, 
high land, upper or outer part, outside, insincerity, deception, elītu
paid, *eṭru 
pain, piercing pain, wound caused by piercing, severed part, diaphragm, dikšu 
paint, make-up, ebirtu 
palace, a great palace, eŝmāhu 
palace, a type of palace, dašari 
palace, chief palace official, ekallu, in rabi ekalli 
palace official admitted to certain parts of the palace, ērib ekalli 
palace overseer, ekallu, in ša pān ekalli 
palace, person attached to the palace, ekallû 
palace, royal palace, royal property, main room of private house, ekallu 
palate, amû, elaq pi,  
palid, to turn pale, green, to become green or yellow,  arāqu 
palm, a date palm? alamūtu 
palm tree, a palm tree, alamittu, elamittu 
panic, to be in panic, to become scared, shy away, to cause fear and panic, garāru 
parapet, gabadibbû 
parent, mother, begetter, ālidu, wālidu, ālittu, wālittu, mālittu, ālattu 
parents, abu-ummu 
part, top part, high terrain, high land, upper or outer part, outside, insincerity, deception, top pack, 
millstone, upper millstone, penthouse, upper or outer garment, elītu 
partnership, to enter into a partnership, tappûtu 
pass along (walking), to go overland, to advance on or continue a journey, to march in review, to pass 
by, to elapse, to pass through, to cross, to transgress, to go beyond or exceed, to by-pass, avoid, to send 
on overland, to make pass on or proceed, to pass objects on, to move objects past, to hand over,  
transfer, to go through with a ritual, to allow time to elapse, cause delay, to allow persons or boats to 
pass, to avert, to be transgressed, to be transferred, etēqu 
pass the time, ūmu 
pasture land, gabību 
path, daraggu 
path, road, arhu 
path, to lay out a path, giridû 
pay, to pay, to pay in full, to be paid, eṭēru 
pay or deliver in full, to hold together, give in full, to be settled, used up, to be annihilated, ruined, to 
spend, to concentrate, to encompass, to possess in full, finish, to finish, to bring to an end, to control, to 
annihilate, to use up, to settle, to use one’s full strength, to render a final verdict, to cause to spend, to 
be brought to an end, gamāru 
peace, to keep the peace, sulmu-a’ 
peace, to make peace, salīmu 
pear tree, angašu 
pebble, stone treated in a specific way, galālu 
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pectoral, dudittu 
penetrate, to invade, to come (of taxes or months), to enter, to enter, to enter into the king or god’s 
presence, to return, to arrive, to go home, to bring something to enter a house, city, erēbu
penthouse, top part, high terrain, high land, upper or outer part, outside, insincerity, deception, top 
pack, millstone, upper millstone, upper or outer garment, elītu 
people? Ammu 
people, etebranni 
people, human being, somebody, anybody, mankind, the human species, amīlūtu 
perfume, a perfume, eliu 
perfume substance, used in making perfume, asānītu 
permanent, dārānu 
permanent status of property, continuity, dūru 
permit (said of gods), to proceed, act, to act, be active, is, happens, to treat person or thing, build, 
construct, manufacture, to practice witchcraft, perform a divination, a ritual, to plant, to cultivate, epēšu 
person of low status, dunnamā-amēlu, dunnamû 
person who locks things, eddēlu 
perturbed, in a perturbed mood, hurriedly, dulluḥiš 
perverse, twisted, crossed, crooked, egru 
pest, type of performer, ākilu 
pestle, esittu 
perpetual, lasting, durable, enduring, everlasting, dārû 
perverse, to twist, become twisted, cross, confused, maneuver for a position, to feint, stumble, hobble, 
egēru 
philandering, ālikūtu 
physician, asû 
physician chief, asû, in rab asî, azugallu 
pierce, to sting, to insert into a center, to become severed, dakāšu 
pierced, dakšu 
pinch, to pinch  off clay, garāṣu 
philander, to philander ālikūtu 
pidgeon, a type of pidgeon, amuršanu 
pile, to pile up bricks, amāru 
piously, carefully, benevently, well, damqiš 
place, site, location, building, sacred place, etc., ašru 
place, same place or region, ašarimma 
plain, edinu 
plant, to cultivate, happens, is, build, construct, manufacture, to practice witchcraft, treat person or 
thing, perform a divination, a ritual, to permit (said of gods), to proceed, act, to act, be active, epēšu
plant or stone, ašgikû 
plant, a plant, abijaru, abijuru, arūnu, anameru, amultu, adārānu, alluzu, arzallu, arzazu 
plant, a plant, abukkatu, bukkatu, dadâ, dukdumu, elapû, ensû, epitatu, esû, gammiš 
plant, a plant, adamatu, ammaštakal, aralaš, ardadillu, āribānu, adiššu, apūtu, ar’abu, amuzinnu 
plant, a plant, azumu, dimmigirru, edēna, ēlilu, ellat eqli, ellibu, elpû, enanu, enirḫi, enunūtu 
plant, aquatic plant,  (of Urartu?) akak nāri 
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plant, aquatic plant, amājû 
plant, a drug, galgaltu 
plant, a garden plant, ananiḫu, edible, aspastu, azupīru 
plant, a legume, appānu 
plant, a medicinal plant, ēdu, in šammu ēdu 
plant, medicinal, aktam, atkam, ararû, atappû, azallû, aprušu, urzanikkatu, ašarmadu, ašdānu, aškadu, 
plant, medicinal, elkulla, amhara, amīlānu, ankinutu 
plant, a medicinal herb, armēdu 
plant, a medicinal and spicy plant, azupirānu 
plant, a thorny plant, amumeštu, egû 
plant, a thorny, ill-smelling plant, daddaru 
plant, a wild plant used for medicinal purposes, atartu 
plant, insect, dajae 
plant a field, etc., to be planted, seeded, cultivate, to put under cultivation, seed with a seeder plow, 
erēšu 
plantation, seedling, erištu 
plate, metal plate, wooden board, dappu 
platform in a cella, dû 
plead, negotiate, litigate, recite, relate, talk, to tell, speak, come to agreement, complain, dabābu 
please! It is urgent! Apputtu 
please, to act so as to please, save, to spare, to come to an agreement, to make mutual concessions, to 
perform a kind act, to be obliging, gamālu 
pledge, erubātu 
pledge, divorce money, balance, rest, remainder, ezibtu 
plowman, ērišu 
plow master, epinnu, in rab epinni 
plow part, a truss of the seeder plow, da’tu 
plow part, (resembles the bird asumatānu?) asumatu 
plow share, emû 
plowed field, epinnu, in bīt epinni 
pointed, eddu 
pointed, to be or become pointed, to act quickly, edēdu 
pole, a pole, gazimānu 
polished, shining, lustrous, clean, pure (religiously), holy, trustworthy, proper, ebbu 
poor, ašišû 
poor, to become poor, muškēnūtu 
portico, appatu in bit appāti 
portion, apšītu 
portion, lot, ešqu 
position, to establish an important position, takbittu 
posterity, progeny, ahrūtu 
posterity, descendance, child, darku 
potstand, storeroom for beer, ganganu 
pour out, to heep, tabāku 
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power, strength (physical), force, violence, severity, fort, fortified house and area, foundation, depth, 
firm ground, bedrock, lump, dunnu 
powerful, mighty, essential, dangerous, difficult, great, grave, fortified, fierce, binding, heavy, hard, 
solid, strong,  thick, massive, steady, loud, legitimate, reliable, savage, serious, obstinate, bad, 
tyrannical, harsh, urgent, imperative, pressing, dannu 
powerful to become all powerful, to concentrate troops, to show oneself superior in strength, to view 
with one another, gašāru 
powerless, akūtu, makutu 
powerless, lean, weak, enšu 
practice, to practice, li’šu 
praise, glory, fame, dalīlu 
praise, to praise, narbû 
praise, to sing praise, tanīdu 
pray, to pray, ask for mercy, enēnu 
prayer, word for prayer, atnu or adnu 
prayer, to recite niš qāti prayer, nīš qāti 
precious object, arapšannu 
precious metal package, riksu  
precious stone, garment, ehlipakku  
precious, valuable, aqqaru 
pregnant, to be pregnant, to conceive, to impregnate, erû 
pregnant woman or animal, erītu 
present, sitting, tenant, living in a house, inhabitant of town, ašbu 
present oneself, napištu 
present, to give a present, šeriktu 
press for payment due, collect, to put a person under pressure, to collect tribute, to be collected, esēru 
press hard, treat harshly, to be thrown down, to trample upon, throw over or back, darāsu 
pressing, powerful, mighty, essential, dangerous, difficult, great, grave, fortified, fierce, binding, heavy, 
hard, solid, strong,  thick, massive, steady, loud, legitimate, reliable, savage, serious, obstinate, bad, 
tyrannical, harsh, urgent, imperative, dannu 
priest, a priest, abriqqu, edamû  
priestess, elâtu 
priest, high priest, lord, ruler, high priestess, ēnu 
priest, high priest, to appoint a high priest, našūt ēni  
priest, high priest, to be a high priest, šangûtu 
priest, lowly, abru, aplu 
priestess, high priestess, ēntu 
priestess, high priestess, high priest, lord, ruler, ēnu 
priestess, office of the high priestess, lordship, ēnūtu 
priestess, or priest, ennigû 
priest’s collegium, abrūtu 
present, to make a present, bestow, gêsu 
prince (a Kassite word) andaš 
prince, lord, etellu 
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prince, to be a crown prince, mār šarrūti 
prisoner, abku 
prisoner, to become a prisoner, asīrūtu 
privilege, to grant a privilege, do a favor, enēnu 
proceed, to be fitted out correctly, justice, to provide justice, dispatch, send, insure the correct 
performance of a ritual, to make do the right thing, thrive, to prosper, to inject an enema, clear up, to 
give birth easily, to charge (an enemy), straighten up, to  go straight toward, to thrive, to prosper, to be 
or become all right, to move the bowels, to proceed, to move straight ahead, to cause to move along a 
straight or correct course to prepare, to march on, to put or keep in good order, to set aright, to give 
correct decisions, to advance against, to become successful, to be put in order, ešēru 
proceed, to make pass on or proceed, advance on or continue a journey, to march in review, to go 
through with a ritual, avert, transfer, to be transferred, to transgress, to be transgressed, to go beyond 
or exceed, to by-pass, avoid, move objects past, go overland, elapse, to cross, pass along (walking), to 
pass by, to pass through, to send on overland, to pass objects on, to hand over, to allow time to elapse, 
cause delay, to allow persons or boats to pass, etēqu 
proceed, to permit (said of gods), act, to act, be active, is, happens, to treat person or thing, build, 
construct, manufacture, to practice witchcraft, perform a divination, a ritual, to plant, to cultivate, epēšu 
prodigal, to be prodigal, to live on a lavish scale, ripšu 
produce unnatural sounds, azû 
product in multiplication, arû 
profession, apillû 
profession, a profession (Hurrian words): arnurḫelu, aššalluḫlu 
profession, a profession, ēbilu, eleštiḫuri, (foreign word) -gelzulimma 
profession, a profession, or class, eduinu, (Hurrian words): elamiḫuru, el’ue 
profession or social status, gardumu 
profit, grace, favor (divine) grace, gratitude, fame, fortune, good fortune, good luck, well-being, 
prosperity, fortune, recommendation, beauty, choice thing, treasure, darling, dumqu  
progenitor, ālidānu 
progeny, posterity, aḫrūtu  
prompt, dispatch, lift up, call and dispatch soldiers, move troops into battle, arouse from sleep, raise, 
clear away, remove, move, to move to another location, to make rise and depart, to collect taxes, to 
summon officials, call up workers, mobilize, dekû 
prompt, deliver promptly, reinforce, make valid, to become strong, strengthen, to increase, to speak 
severely, to to bequeath, become stronger, become even thickness, to contend for superiority, danānu 
promptly, soon, without delay, arḫiš 
proper, pure (religiously), polished, shining, lustrous, clean, holy, trustworthy, ebbu 
propitious, to prosper, to improve, to have good luck, fortune, to be pleasing, embellish, be gracious, do 
a favor, treat kindly, do good deeds, execute efficiently, provide propitious omens, damāqu 
propitious, favorable, effective, expert, beautiful, handsome, fine, good, pleasant, of good family, well-
to-do, well-trained, of good quality, in good condition, gracious, canonical, damqu 
prosper, to improve, to have good luck, fortune, be propitious, to be pleasing, embellish, be gracious, do 
a favor, treat kindly, do good deeds, execute efficiently, provide propitious omens, damāqu 
prosper, prosper, to inject an enema, clear up, to give birth easily, to charge (an enemy), straighten up, 
to  go straight toward, to thrive, to prosper, to be or become all right, to move the bowels, to proceed, 
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to move straight ahead, to cause to move along a straight or correct course, to make do the right thing, 
to prepare, to proceed, march on, to thrive, to send, dispatch, to put or keep in good order, to set 
aright, to provide justice, to give correct decisions, insure the correct performance of a ritual, to advance 
against, tobecome successful, to be put in order, to be fitted out correctly, ešēru 
prosperity, profit, grace, favor (divine) grace, gratitude, fame, fortune, good fortune, good luck, well-
being, fortune, recommendation, beauty, choice thing, treasure, darling, dumqu 
prostitute, to be a prostitute, to make someone a prostitute, ḫarīmūtu 
protection, cover, canopy, andullu, andillu
proud, tall, high, exalted, elû 
proudly, lordly, in a lordly way, adv., etelliš 
proudly, tall, elpiš 
provide, to act as a provider or caretaker, zāninūtu 
provider, ēpiru 
provisions, to prepare provisions, șudû 
prowess, leadership (in battle), highest rank, ašaridūtu 
prowl, to wander aimlessly, wander about in despair, move unnaturally, move with indifference, dâlu 
prowler, *dajālû 
prowling, dajālu 
prudent, to be prudent, said of a woman, sanqūtu 
pubic region, elān ūri 
punish, to punish, enēnu 
punishment, divine punishment, ennittu 
punishment, divine punishment, sin, ennetu 
punishment, offense, misdeed, fine, guilt, wrongdoing, arnu 
pure, in a pure fashion, brilliantly, elliš 
pure (religiously), polished, shining, lustrous, clean, holy, trustworthy, proper, ebbu 
pure, to become pure, become free of debt by royal decree, to purify, make pure, keep pure, to 
consecrate to a diety, to make free, cleanse oneself, to be purified, elēlu 
pure rites, divine garment, ella-mê 
pure, sacred, noble, free, holy, clean, ellu 
purify, to perform a ritual purification, išippūtu 
purity, ellūtu 
putrid, to rot, arāru 
quarrel, to quarrel, to start a lawsuit, to be hostile, to open up hostilities, to make war, gerû 
queen, erešu 
queen, wife of ruling king, ekallu, in *ša ekalli 
quick, rash, adj., erhu 
quick, to act quickly, pointed, to be or become pointed, edēdu 
quick, to be quick, erēḫu 
quiver, azannu 
quiver, to twitch, to have a premature emission, to be or become restless or nervous, to be or become 
frightened, to fear, to frighten, to cause trouble, to scare away, to inspire fear, inspire awe, or respect, 
galātu 
raft, amu 
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rage, to rage, to be raging, to bare the teeth, gnash the teeth, gaṣāṣu 
raging, adj., gaṣṣiṣu 
raging, ferocious, gaṣṣu 
raid, to conquer, plunder and capture slaves, to make a razzia, šiḫṭu  
raise, clear away, remove, move, to move to another location, , to make rise and depart, to arouse from 
sleep, collect taxes, to summon officials, call up workers, mobilize, lift up, call and dispatch soldiers, 
move troops into battle, to prompt, dekû 
ram, etūdu 
rashly, insolently, adv. erḫāniš 
rash, quick, adj., erḫu 
rate? etēqu 
rate of hire for plow oxen, enītu 
rather, but, alla 
reach, mix, assign, accuse, infect disease, to inflict diseases, join together, to be joined together, unite, 
support, tax, impose taxes, fines, load, land a boat, lean, to lean against, to cling to, to come in contact, 
to stand nearby, take cover, refuge, to place a lean upon or against something, add up, meet, emēdu 
reach the highest position, ašarīdūtu 
read, to be read, *dalāku 
read aloud a tablet, to document, tuppu 
ready (said of objects and people), well-trained (said of a scribe), finished (said of cloth), ersû 
reaped, adj., *eṣdu 
reaper, harvester, ēṣidu 
rear, rear side of building,  rear area, backside of a human, animal, rear of object, rear guard, arkatu 
rear of a field, house, aburru 
rear, to the rear, behind, afterward, arka, arki 
rear, later child, person born later, future, following, sequel, second place or rank, arkītu
rear, back, guarantor, future, later,  second, lower in rank, arkû 
rebel, ēpiš barti 
rebel, to rebel, bartu, sīḫu  
rebellion, *dubbubu, gabaraḫḫu 
recite a ritual, naqbitu 
recite, relate, talk, to tell, speak, come to agreement, negotiate, plead, litigate, complain, dabābu 
recommendation, prosperity, profit, grace, favor (divine) grace, gratitude, fame, fortune, good fortune, 
good luck, well-being, fortune, beauty, choice thing, treasure, darling, dumqu 
recent times, eššetu 
recognize, to recognize with a symbolic act or gesture a person as one’s master, ardūtu 
reconcile, to reconcile, bibil pān DN 
reconciliation, a poetic word for reconciliation, animû 
redeem, to redeem, akukaru in akuarumma epēsu 
reed, a reed, dittu 
reed fibers, gibarbarrû, gibarrû 
reed, rush, elpetu 
reed bundle, gidimmu 
reed craftsman, who makes ojects of reeds, atkuppu 
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reed mat maker, ēpiš ipši 
reed or wood for kindling, gibillu 
reed plaiter, sorcerer, workman, ēpišu 
reed shelter, amalubukku, dimmušattu 
reed shelter like a bower, encampment, ašāšu 
reed, thicket, au 
reed worker, craft, atkuppūtu 
refuge, reach, mix, assign, accuse, infect disease, to inflict diseases, join together, to be joined together, 
unite, support, tax, impose taxes, fines, load, land a boat, lean, to lean against, to cling to, to come in 
contact, to stand nearby, take cover, to place a lean upon or against something, add up, meet, emēdu 
reinforce, make valid, strong, to become strong, strengthen, to increase, to speak severely, to deliver 
promptly, to bequeath, become stronger, become even thickness, to contend for superiority, danānu 
reins, leash? appatu 
reins, ašâtu 
region, land, area, field, terrain, eqlu 
rejoice, to cause to rejoice, elēṣu 
relate, talk, to tell, speak, recite, come to agreement, negotiate, plead, litigate, complain, dabābu 
related to, because of, concerning, on behalf of, on account of, with respect to, aššum 
relationship between brothers and sisters, friendly political relationships, equal allies, partners, atḫūtu 
relatives, emumātu 
release, to release, ašāru 
reliable, massive, legitimate, loud, steady, urgent, pressing, powerful, mighty, essential, dangerous, 
difficult, great, grave, fortified, fierce, binding, heavy, hard, solid, strong,  thick, savage, serious, 
obstinate, bad, tyrannical, harsh, imperative, dannu 
relief figure (see also stele) asūmu 
religious ceremony, tax, mobilization, diku 
remainder, balance, final payment, aḫirtu 
remainder, pledge, divorce money, balance, rest, ezibtu 
remote, ellû 
remove an object, to be removed, to absent oneself, to expel a person, go away, to duppuru 
remove, move, to move to another location, to clear away, to make rise and depart, to arouse from sleep, 
collect taxes, to summon officials, call up workers, mobilize, raise, lift up, call and dispatch soldiers, move 
troops into battle, to prompt, dekû
removed, taken away, ekmu 
renewing, constantly renewing itself, ever brilliant, eddešû 
renovate, to renovate, tēdištu 
renowed, well-known, edû 
rent, to hire, agāru 
replace one another, substitute, shift, to retract, revoke terms, commands, to invert, alternate, to 
change, to displace, interchange, to be revoked, enû 
replacement, attaru 
replacement, substitute, ēnû 
report, spoken word, utterance, news, formula, amatu 
report, to make a report, decision, establish diplomatic relations, decide, tēmu 
report, word, talk, gossip, rumor, matter, legal case, lawsuit, agreement, dibbu 
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reputation, expressed by others, mood, oracular utterance, egirrû 
request, erišūtu 
request, to desire, to be desired, crave, to ask, required, erēšu 
request, wish, object of desire, ominous mark in divination, erištu 
requested, erīšu 
required, to request, to desire, to be desired, crave, to ask, erēšu 
rescuer, *eṭṭēru 
rescuer, savior, ēṭiru 
reserve, leave, leave behind, to leave to posterity, to leave a token remnant of land, desert, to abandon, 
to neglect, disregard, to leave something with or to a person, to entrust, set aside, to lend money, to 
bequeath, to divorce, to make out a legal document, to spare, leave out, to save, to be saved, to leave 
one another, ezēbu 
reside, stay somewhere, sit down, wait, sit idly, mourn, officiate (of kings, etc.), populated, to live, ašābu 
respect, to show respect, palāḫu 
rest, remainder, pledge, divorce money, balance, ezibtu 
restless, to be or become restless or nervous, to quiver, twitch, to have a premature emission, to be or 
become frightened, to fear, to frighten, to cause trouble, to scare away, to inspire fear, inspire awe, or 
respect, galātu 
retching, coughing fit, ganāḫu 
retract, revoke terms, commands, to invert, alternate, to change, to displace, to shift, substitute, 
interchange, replace one another, to be revoked, enû 
return, to go home, arrive, to bring something to enter a house, city, penetrate, to invade, to come (of 
taxes or months), to enter, to enter into the king or god’s presence, erēbu 
revoke terms, commands, to invert, alternate, to change, to displace, to shift, to retract, substitute, 
interchange, replace one another, to be revoked, enû 
reward, to reward, banītu 
right hand, emittu 
right thing, to make do the right thing, thrive, to prosper, to inject an enema, clear up, to give birth 
easily, to charge (an enemy), straighten up, to  go straight toward, to thrive, to prosper, to be or become 
all right, to move the bowels, to proceed, to move straight ahead, to cause to move along a straight or 
correct course to prepare, to proceed, march on, to send, dispatch, to put or keep in good order, to set 
aright, to provide justice, to give correct decisions, insure the correct performance of a ritual, to advance 
against, to become successful, to be put in order, to be fitted out correctly, ešēru 
rim of a wheel, felly, allak 
rim, edge, end, causeway, nose, tip, crown, spur of land, appu 
ring, a metal ring, of finery, ešgurru 
ring, a ring, anatu, enqu 
ring, earring, anšabutu 
rise (of stars), to grow, to disappear, come out of a temple, etc., depart, go out, escape, to leave, to așû 
ritual, manufacture, evil magic, crew, construction, agricultural work, handywork, tillage, act, epištu 
ritual, to perform a ritual, dalālu, nēpišu 
ritual, to go through with a ritual, avert, transfer, to be transferred, to transgress, to be transgressed, to 
go beyond or exceed, to by-pass, avoid, move objects past, go overland, elapse, to cross, pass along 
(walking), to advance on or continue a journey, to march in review, to pass by, to pass through, to send 
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on overland, to make pass on or proceed, to pass objects on, to hand over, to allow time to elapse, 
cause delay, to allow persons or boats to pass, etēqu 
ritual, to perform a ritual, divination, plant, to cultivate, happens, is, build, construct, manufacture, to 
practice witchcraft, treat person or thing, to permit (said of gods), to proceed, act, to act, be active, 
epēšu 
ritual, insure the correct performance of a ritual, to make do the right thing, thrive, to prosper, to inject 
an enema, clear up, to give birth easily, to charge (an enemy), straighten up, to  go straight toward, to 
thrive, to prosper, to be or become all right, to move the bowels, to proceed, to move straight ahead, to 
cause to move along a straight or correct course to prepare, to proceed, march on, to send, dispatch, to 
put or keep in good order, to set aright, to provide justice, to give correct decisions, to advance against, 
to become successful, to be put in order, to be fitted out correctly, ešēru 
ritual jug, a small jug for ritual purposes, garunnu 
river bank, far bank, aḫarātu 
river bank, near side, aqdamātu 
road, path, arḫu 
road, to take the road, ḫarrānu 
rocket, egingīru 
rodent, a rodent, asqūdu, aštakiṣṣu 
rope, band, durru 
room, part of a room of an elaborate house, akullu, in bīt akulli 
root, erēnu 
rope, a thick rope, ebīḫu 
rope, of reeds that is strong, durgallu, durmāḫu 
rope (part of a yoke), abšānu 
rope, tow rope, surveyor’s measuring rope, a measure, ašlu 
rosette, ajaru, juru 
rosette-shaped, ajarû 
rot, to become putrid, arāru 
round, adj., (spherical or cylindrical), garru 
ruin, devastation, flight, rout, arbūtu 
ruined, to be annihilated, to spend, to concentrate, to encompass, to possess in full, finish, to finish, to 
bring to an end, to control, to annihilate, to use up, to settle, to pay or deliver in full, to use one’s full 
strength, to render a final verdict, to cause to spend, to give in full, to hold together, to be brought to an 
end, used up, to be settled, gamāru
ruins, abtāti 
ruins, hill of ruins caused by the flood, til abūbi 
ruins, to fall into ruins, karmūtu, namûtu 
ruined, decayed, abut 
ruined, to see the day of one’s ruin, ūmu
rule, lead, to steer a boat, bring people/animals, guide, to have brought, send, guide safely, arû 
rule, govern, oppose, attack, send a message, to go, advance, turn against person, confront, order, âru 
rule, to rule, bēlūtu, ridūtu 
ruler, lord, high priest, high priestess, ēnu  
ruler of a city, ālu, in bēl āli 
rumor, report, word, talk, gossip, matter, legal case, lawsuit, agreement, dibbu 
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run away, to flee, nābutu, abātu 
run off, to become free, to move about freely, darāru 
rural settlement, hamlet, edurû 
rush, a rush, ašlu 
rush, a kind of rush, ašlukatu 
rush against, to attack, arāḫu 
sack (netlike), azamillu 
sacred, holy, free, noble, clean, pure, ellu 
sacrifice, to sacrifice a bull, alpu-a 
sacrifice, to sacrifice or slaughter a sheep, immeru 
sacrifices, to establish sacrifices, niqê-a’ 
sacrilege, to commit a sacrilege, anzillu, maruštu 
sad, dark, adru, adirtu, idirtu
sage, wise, āšišu 
saliva, ellatu 
salt, red salt, amānu 
sanctuary, eširtu 
sanctuary of temple, house, socle, plinth for cult images, aširtu 
sandle button, ajabās 
sash? an article of clothing, aguhhu 
satrap, aḫšadrapannu 
satisfy, to become sated, to satisfy, dapāru 
satisfy, give satisfaction, satisfy a legitimate demand, apālu 
savage, reliable, massive, legitimate, loud, steady, urgent, pressing, powerful, mighty, essential, 
dangerous, difficult, great, grave, fortified, fierce, binding, heavy, hard, solid, strong,  thick, serious, 
obstinate, bad, tyrannical, harsh, imperative, dannu 
save, to spare, to come to an agreement, to make mutual concessions, to perform a kind act, to act so 
as to please, to be obliging, gamālu 
save a person, to be saved, take something away from somebody, take out, to be taken away, eṭēru 
save, to be saved, set aside, reserve, leave, leave behind, to leave to posterity, to leave a token remnant 
of land, desert, to abandon, to neglect, disregard, to leave something with or to a person, to entrust, to 
lend money, to bequeath, to divorce, to make out a legal document, to spare, leave out, to leave one 
another, ezēbu 
savior, rescuer, ēṭiru 
scabies, ekkētu 
scales, earth, loose earth, debris, dust,  ore, mortar, territory, soil, area volume, eperu 
scarce, expensive, aqāru 
scare, to scare away, to fear, to be or become frightened, to frighten, to be or become nervous or 
restless, to quiver, twitch, to have a premature emission, to cause trouble, to inspire fear, inspire awe, 
or respect, galātu 
scared, to become scared, shy away, to be in panic, to cause fear and panic, garāru 
scent, smell, fragrance, erešu 
scrape together, collect, to gather, to gather up, to decant, to shovel, to be decanted, esēpu 
scratch, to scratch, ekēku
scout, inspector, dajālu 
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sculptures, alamgâte 
sea, ajabba 
sea, deep water, subterannean water, apû 
second month, name, ajaru, jeru 
second month born, born in the second month, ajarû (m.), ajarītu (f.) 
serious, savage, reliable, massive, legitimate, loud, steady, urgent, pressing, powerful, mighty, essential, 
dangerous, difficult, great, grave, fortified, fierce, binding, heavy, hard, solid, strong,  thick, obstinate, 
bad, tyrannical, harsh, imperative, dannu 
seaweed, algae, alapû, anapû, elapû, elpû 
second, lower in rank, rear, back, guarantor, future, later, arkû 
second place or rank, rear, later child, person born later, future, following, sequel, arkītu 
second place or rank, younger brother, duppussû 
see, now, annu
seeder plow, a field of measure, one-tenth of a homer, epinnu 
seed-grain, eburu 
seed, grass seed, of a vetch, abšu, apšu 
seedling, plantation, erištu 
seed, to seed with a seeder plow, cultivate, plant a field, etc., put under cultivation, to be seeded, 
planted, erēšu 
seize, to seize, hold a person, aḫāzu 
send, insure the correct performance of a ritual, to make do the right thing, thrive, to prosper, to inject 
an enema, clear up, to give birth easily, to charge (an enemy), straighten up, to  go straight toward, to 
thrive, to prosper, to be or become all right, to move the bowels, to proceed, to move straight ahead, to 
cause to move along a straight or correct course to prepare, to proceed, march on, dispatch, to put or 
keep in good order, to set aright, to provide justice, to give correct decisions, to advance against, to 
become successful, to be put in order, to be fitted out correctly, ešēru 
send, guide safely, steer a boat, to rule, lead, bring people/animals, guide, to have brought, arû 
send a message, to go, advance, turn against person, confront, oppose, attack, order, rule, govern, âru  
send, to send (merchandise, staples, gifts, tablets, persons, etc.) šūbuku  
send, to send (merchandise, staples, gifts, tablets, persons, etc.) abāku 
separately, besides, ahum 
separately, apart, moreover, ahamma 
separately, aḫunēš 
separately, individually, apart, aḫē  
separately, elsewhere, aside, off, sidewise, awry,  aḫītam 
separately, singly, aḫunē 
sequel, following, future, later child, person born later, second place or rank, rear, arkītu 
serious, important, strong, dunnunu 
servant bearing hot water, emmu, in ša emmi 
servants, class of servants, ašiarra 
servant, follower, vassel, subject of a king, worshipper, soldier, ardu 
servant girl, of palace, amat ekalli 
servant of clients, bēlūtu 
servant of household, ēmiqu 
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servant, vassel in an agreement, adû, in bēl adê 
servants, (collective), slaves, aštapiru 
service, to serve, arādu 
service, to do service, našpartu 
service, on who does service, inhabitant of a city, region, building, dweller, seated person, āšibu 
sesame oil, ellu 
set aside, reserve, leave, leave behind, to leave to posterity, to leave a token remnant of land, desert, to 
abandon, to neglect, disregard, to leave something with or to a person, to entrust, to lend money, to 
bequeath, to divorce, to make out a legal document, to spare, leave out, to save, to be saved, to leave 
one another, ezēbu 
settled, terminated, whole, complete, full, finished, gamru 
settled, to be settled, used up, to be annihilated, ruined, to spend, to concentrate, to encompass, to 
possess in full, finish, to finish, to bring to an end, to control, to annihilate, to use up, to settle, to pay or 
deliver in full, to use one’s full strength, to render a final verdict, to cause to spend, to give in full, to 
hold together, to be brought to an end, gamāru 
settlements, rural, adurtu 
settlement (of shepherds, nomads) dāru 
severe, strict words or orders, dannātu 
severed, to become severed, sting, to pierce, insert into a center, dakāšu 
part, diaphragm, pain, piercing pain, wound caused by piercing, severed, dikšu 
severely, greatly, very, danniš 
severely speak, to speak severely, bequeath, contend for superiority, deliver promptly, reinforce, make 
valid, to become strong, strengthen, to increase, become stronger, become even thickness, danānu 
severity (said of cold weather), force, might, superiority, strength, violence, danānu 
severity, strength (physical), power, force, violence, fort, fortified house and area, foundation, depth, 
firm ground, bedrock, lump, dunnu 
sexual intercourse, to have sexual intercourse? NAM.SAL.A 
shakey, impoverished, to become impoverished, to become dilapidated, weak, to be out of funds, enēšu 
shape, figure, gattu 
share in common, enterprise, admūtu 
shaving ritual, to perform the ritual of shaving a person, gallābūtu 
shear, to shear sheep and goats, gazāzu 
shearer, gāzizu 
sheath, ceiling, heaven, cover, wrap, sky, ermu 
shed, cattle shed, alpu, in bīt alpi 
she-goat, goat (generic term), constellation lyra, enzu 
sheep, a fine breed of sheep, alu, elu 
sheep offering, to perform a regular sheep offering, ududarû 
sheep, qualifying sheep, arru 
sheep sacrifice, to sacrifice or slaughter a sheep, immeru 
sheep with ibex horns, adrû, atrû, in immer adrê, atrê 
sheep, wild sheep, atūdu 
shekels, ten shekels of silver, ešartu 
shell, possibly a cowrie, ajartu, jartu, ajaštu 
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shell creature, aquatic animal with a shell, a part of the human body, dādu 
shelter, reed shelter amalubukku 
shepherd, to shepherd (said of the gods), rē’ûtu 
shepherds’ settlement (also nomads), dāru 
shield, shield-bearer, arītu 
shift, to retract, revoke terms, commands, to invert, alternate, to change, to displace, to substitute, 
interchange, replace one another, to be revoked, enû 
shining, trustworthy, proper, pure (religiously), polished, lustrous, clean, holy, ebbu  
ship (W. Sem. Word) anaja 
ship, boat, elippu 
shoemaker, ēpiš ṣeni 
shoe part, daddu 
shorn, adj., gazzu 
shoot, send forth shoots, stretch forth (arm, etc.), sprout, lengthen, flourish, be grown together, 
entangled, crossed, elēpu 
shore or bank, this side, the nearer shore or bank, aḫannā, aḫennā 
shore, bank, aḫātu 
shortly, adv., ēṣiš 
shout, to brag, alāla, *alālu, atlulu 
shovel, a shovel or spade, gidimmu 
shovel, to scrape together, collect, to gather, to gather up, to decant, to be decanted, esēpu 
shrimp? erib tâmti 
shut in, to become constricted, channel water, to take captive, enclose, to become enclosed, confine, to 
stifle a cry, esēru 
shy away, to become scared, to be in panic, to cause fear and panic, garāru 
sick person attendance at night, dilpu 
side by side, erâ 
side piece of a chair or bed, erim 
sieve, arballu 
sight, mirror, gaze, eyesight, wish, object looked upon, diglu 
silver, a type of silver, ešmarû 
silver, ten shekels of silver, ešartu 
sin, divine punishment, ennetu 
sin, to commit a sin, gillatu, ennetu, hīṭu, šiṭṭūtu 
sin, to commit a sin or crime, arnu 
since,  because of the fact that, appiš 
sing, to sing the inḫu song, anāḫu 
singer, a type of singer, aštalû, eštalû 
singer, chief singer of dirges (in a temple), galmāḫu 
single, ēdumānu 
single, only, solitary,  ēdēnû 
single person or object, individual, solitary, ēdu 
singly, each separately, aḫennā, aḫinnū 
singly, separately, aḫunē 
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sister, aḫātu 
sister, position of an adopted sister, aḫātûtu 
sit down, wait, sit idly, mourn, officiate (of kings, etc.), stay somewhere, reside, populated, to live, ašābu  
sitting, present, tenant, living in a house, inhabitant of town, ašbu 
skilled, educated, experienced, wise, wily, emqu 
skin disease, a malignant skin disease, probably leprosy, garāṣu 
skin disease, epqennu 
skin, swollen or inflated skin, ellamkušu 
skirmish, to skirmish, anantu 
sky god, name of highest god, Anu 
sky, sheath, ceiling, heaven, cover, wrap, ermu 
slab, dabtu 
slain, killed (said of persons, animals and trees), diku 
slander, egirrû, in bēl egirrê 
slanderer, backbiter, emetukû 
slave, abdu 
slave, born in the house, dušmû 
slave born in the house status, dušmûtu 
slave capture, a raid to conquer, plunder and capture slaves, to make a razzia, šiḫṭu 
slave girl, servant girl, amtu, andu 
slave girl status, amtuttu  
slave occupation, of the arad ekalli, arad-ekallūtu 
slave of the palace, arad ekalli 
slave, official shaving of a slave, gallābūtu 
slave quarters, females, amtu in bīt amāti 
slave, status as a royal slave, amat-šarrūtu 
slave, to act as a slave, rēšūtu 
slave, to become a slave, enslaved, rēšûtu 
slave, to serve as a slave, ardūtu 
slavery, vassalage, worshipper, role of a worshipper, position of a royal official, ardūtu 
slaves, (collective), servants, aštapiru 
slayer, damu, in bēl dami 
slaying, kin, blood money, blood, bloodshed, damu 
sleeplessness, as a disease, dulpu 
sleeplessness, trouble, diliptu 
sleepy, heavy-eyed (from lack of sleep), dullupu 
sling, aspu, gabābu 
slingstone, assukku 
slit, to slit, eṣū 
smell, scent, fragrance, erešu 
smite, fight, defeat, to be killed, execute, kill, to kill a person or animal, murder, break a tablet, dâku 
small, adj., daqīqu 
small, adv. daqqaqīta 
small amounts left over, daqqātu 
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small child, small, adj. daqqu 
small, inferior, dallu 
small one (personal name), diqqu 
small, very small, duqququ 
smashed, broken, dīšu 
smell, to smell an odor, to smell bad, to make something smell bad, to provide with a good smell, to 
cause someone to smell an odor, eṣēnu 
smelt copper, to smelt or mine copper, erû-a’  
smelt iron, to smelt iron, parzillu 
snake, (also a rodent) asqūdu 
sneering or sniffing at something, ganṣu
sniff, to wrinkle one’s nose, ganāṣu 
sniffing or sneering at something, ganṣu 
snout, appītu  
so much, so many, akukia 
so that, that, on account of the fact, because, aššum 
sodimize, to practice sodomy, asinnūtu 
soil, territory, scales, earth, loose earth, debris, dust,  ore, mortar, area volume, eperu 
soil, hard unusable soil, wasteland, ašartu 
soldier, a soldier, ašannu
soldier, a type of soldier, ālik sēri
soldier, servant, follower, vassel, subject of a king, worshipper, ardu
solid, massive, to make massive, to solidify, to become solid, epēqu 
solid, strong, hard, heavy, thick, massive, fortified, steady, loud, legitimate, binding, reliable, powerful, 
mighty, great, fierce, savage, difficult, dangerous, serious, grave, obstinate, bad, tyrannical, harsh, 
urgent, essential, imperative, pressing, dannu 
solidly, dunnuniš 
solitary, single, only, ēdēnû 
solitary, single person or object, individual, ēdu 
someone, something, ajumma 
somebody, anybody, mankind, the human species, human being, people, amīlūtu 
something, someone, ajumma 
somewhere, ajakamma, ajīšamma 
somewhere, ajēma 
son, heir, oldest son, aplu 
son-in-law, father-in-law, husband’s sister, son of wife’s sister, emu 
son, youngest son, youngster, novice, agašgû 
song, a king of song, gangiṭṭu 
song, a type of song, elilu 
soon after, afterward, arkītam 
soon, promptly, without delay, arḫiš 
sorcerer, a kind or sorcerer, agugillu, (m.) agugiltu (f.) 
sorcerer, reed plaiter, workman, ēpišu 
sorceress, ēpištu 
sorrow, edirtu 
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sour, emṣu 
spade,  a spade or shovel, gidimmu 
spare, save, to be saved, neglect, to leave something with or to a person, lend, to lend money, set aside, 
reserve, leave, leave behind, leave to posterity, leave a token remnant of land, desert, to abandon, 
disregard, to entrust, bequeath, divorce, to make out a legal document, leave out, to leave one another, 
ezēbu
spare, to save, to come to an agreement, to make mutual concessions, to perform a kind act, to act so 
as to please, to be obliging, gamālu 
spasms, suffer from, distress, cause distress, disturbed, despair, distraught, worried, to mistreat, ašāšu 
spawn, to spawn, erūtu 
spear, ariktu, arkatu, da’imu, da’umu 
spear or needle, dalû 
speak, to talk, tell, relate, recite, come to agreement, negotiate, plead, litigate, complain, dabābu 
speech, ability to speak, pronouncement, wording, atmû 
spend, to concentrate, to encompass, to possess in full, finish, to finish, to bring to an end, to control, to 
annihilate, to use up, to settle, to pay or deliver in full, to use one’s full strength, to render a final 
verdict, to cause to spend, to give in full, to hold together, to be annihilated, ruined, to be brought to an 
end, used up, to be settled, gamāru 
spice, a spice, amūmu 
spider, anzūzu, ettūtu 
spin, to spin, darāru 
spine, battering ram part, keel of a ship, backbone, eṣenṣēru  
spirit of the dead, reventant ghost, specter,  eṭemmu 
spoke of a wheel, akkandaš 
spoken word, utterance, news, report, formula, amatu 
sponge down a horse, rasīnu 
spring grass, spring pasture, spring, dīšu 
sprinkle, to decorate, elēhu 
sprout, to send forth shoots, lengthen, stretch forth (arm, etc.), flourish, be grown together, entangled, 
crossed, elēpu 
sprout, elû, giammalu 
sprout, poetic word for sprout, edēšu 
spy, observer, dagiltu, in ša dagilti 
stable?, (Hurrian word), atnannu 
stable keeper, atnannuḫlu 
staff, hooked or curved staff, gamlu 
staff, like a hooked or curved staff, adv., gamliš 
stag, deer, ajalu, jalu, julu 
stagger, to stagger, to be giddy, dâmu 
stake for impalement, gašīšu 
stay somewhere, sit down, wait, sit idly, mourn, officiate (of kings, etc.), reside, populated, to live, ašābu 
steady, urgent, pressing, powerful, mighty, essential, dangerous, difficult, great, grave, fortified, fierce, 
binding, heavy, hard, solid, strong,  thick, massive, loud, legitimate, reliable, savage, serious, obstinate, 
bad, tyrannical, harsh, imperative, dannu 
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steer a boat, to rule, lead, bring people/animals, guide, to have brought, send, guide safely, arû 
stele, (Iscribed with text or pictures), asumittu 
step of a staircase, pace, ebertu 
sterile man, eunuch, ālidu, in la ālidu 
stiffness, ašṭūtu 
stifle a cry, to shut in, to become constricted, channel water, to take captive, enclose, to become 
enclosed, confine, esēru 
sting, to pierce, insert into a center, to become severed, dakāšu 
stir up, roil water, blur eyes, disturb, embarrass, denounce, interfere, confuse, become troubled, dalāhu 
stone, ešû 
stone, a stone, amargirimḫilibû, amarḫilibû, antasurrû, elligu, ezennû 
stone, abnu 
stone, a stone, elallu, ajarahu (see urijahu) 
stone, greenish, precious, abašmû 
stone, a precious stone, azalwannu, elluku, elmešu, gamēsu 
stone appellation, adj., like a galālu-stone, pebble, (as a personal name), galālānu 
stone, malachite, esmekku 
stone, precious stone, garment, eḫlipakku 
stone, pressing stone? esiratu  
stone, slingstone, pestle, limestone, abattu 
stone, a stone, agusīgu, gusīgu, husīgu, kusīgu, egizaggû 
stone or copper colossus in shape of animal, 
stone or plant, ašgikû 
stopped up, to be constipated, esēlu 
storage chamber, ašlukkatu 
storage room or building, living quarters, ganūnu 
store, to store, to pile up in heaps, garānu 
storehouse? ammušmu 
storehouse, ašahhu, esittu, ešittu 
storehouse, granary, arahhu 
storehouse, of a temple, abūsu 
storehouse, main storehouse, ganūnmāḫu 
storehouse overseer, bēl abūsi 
storeroom, in an inner room of a house, ganūngurru  
storeroom for beer, potstand, ganganu 
storm, dust storm, ašamšūtu, ašmētu 
storm, like a dust storm, ašamšāniš 
straight, ešeriš 
straighten up, to  go straight toward, to charge (an enemy), to thrive, to prosper, to be or become all 
right, to move the bowels, to proceed, to move straight ahead, to cause to move along a straight or 
correct course, to inject an enema, to make do the right thing, to prepare, to proceed, march on, to 
thrive, prosper, to give birth easily, to send, dispatch, to put or keep in good order, clear up, to set 
aright, to provide justice, to give correct decisions, insure the correct performance of a ritual, to advance 
against, tobecome successful, to be put in order, to be fitted out correctly, ešēru 
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strap, a strap, emû 
strap, band, abšu, apšu 
strap, bandage, e’al’u 
straw, eltu 
strength, abāru, apāru, emāšu, gamīru 
strength, armed forces, army, violence, executive power, ability, value, emūqu 
strength, might, superiority, force, violence, severity (said of cold weather), danānu 
strength (physical), power, force, violence, severity, fort, fortified house and area, foundation, depth, 
firm ground, bedrock, lump, dunnu 
strength, power, harshness, violence, fortress, dannūtu 
strength, supremacy, gašrūtu 
strength, to demonstrate strength, danānu 
strength, to show overpowering strength, gamīrūtu 
stretch forth (arm, etc.), sprout, to send forth shoots, lengthen, flourish, be grown together, entangled, 
crossed, elēpu 
stretch, to stretch membrance over something, arāmu 
strict words or orders, severe, dannātu 
strife, battle (poetic term) anantu 
strong, emamu 
strong, adj. adallu, gabru, gašru  
strong, adj., emūqu, in šūt emūqi 
strong, hard, difficult, fierce, ašṭu 
strong, heroic, alru, datnu 
strong, massive, eŝqu 
strong person, emuqu, in bēl emūqi 
strong, adj., (personal name), gabbāru 
strong, serious, important, dunnunu 
strong, to become strong, strengthen, to increase, reinforce, make valid, to speak severely, to deliver 
promptly, to bequeath, become stronger, become even thickness, to contend for superiority, danānu 
stumble, hobble, perverse, to twist, become twisted, cross, confused, maneuver for a position, to feint,  
egēru 
substitute, shift, to retract, revoke terms, commands, to invert, alternate, to change, to displace, 
interchange, replace one another, to be revoked, enû 
substitute, replacement, ēnû 
substitute, wraith, dinānu 
successful, to become successful, proceed, to be fitted out correctly, justice, to provide justice, dispatch, 
send, insure the correct performance of a ritual, to make do the right thing, thrive, to prosper, to inject 
an enema, clear up, to give birth easily, to charge (an enemy), straighten up, to  go straight toward, to 
thrive, to prosper, to be or become all right, to move the bowels, to proceed, to move straight ahead, to 
cause to move along a straight or correct course to prepare, to march on, to put or keep in good order, 
to set aright, to give correct decisions, to advance against, to be put in order, ešēru 
suck, to suck, suckle, enēqu 
sue, to sue, bring an action, dinu-a’ 
summer, *ebūrû 
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summoner (for taxes or corvée work), night watchman, dēkû 
sunset, west, mountain pass, erebu 
support, tax, impose taxes, fines, load, land a boat, lean, to lean against, to reach, to cling to, to come in 
contact, to stand nearby, take cover, refuge, to place a lean upon or against something, to inflict 
diseases, to assign, accuse, to join, unite, mix, add up, to be joined together, meet, emēdu 
surplus? balance? anzannu 
superiority, strength, might, force, violence, severity (said of cold weather), danānu 
superiority, to show oneself superior in strength, to concentrate troops, to become all powerful, to vie 
with one another, gašāru 
supervisor, helper āširu 
supervisor, organizer, āširtu 
supremacy, strength, gašrūtu 
surpass in importance, quality, exceed in number or size, be more important, richer, increase, atāru 
surveyor, of a field, abi ašli, abašlu 
suspend, alālu, ḫalālu 
swallow, to swallow, alātu 
sweet, dašpu, duššupu 
sweet, to be sweet, dašāpu 
taboo, ašakkiš 
table, a table, eriqa’u 
table, offering table, dugudû 
table, a type of table, diškû
tablet, letter, egirtu 
tablet, type of tablet or literary composition, asarru 
tablet, valid tablet, ground, terrain, fortress, fortified place, famine, hard times, distress, foundation pit 
bottom, cold weather, part of window, dannatu
taboo, to violate a taboo, ikkibu 
taken away, adj., *eṭru 
take away by force, to absorb, ekēmu 
taken away, removed, ekmu 
take something away from somebody, take out, to be taken away, save a person, to be saved, eṭēru 
talk, to tell, speak, relate, recite, come to agreement, negotiate, plead, litigate, complain, dabābu 
talk, word, report, gossip, rumor, matter, legal case, lawsuit, agreement, dibbu 
talker, āmânû 
talkative, dābibu 
tall, high, exalted, proud, elû 
tall, long, arku 
tall, proudly, elpiš 
tangled, confused, blurred, ešû 
tanner, to work as a tanner, risinnūtu 
task, work, dullulu 
taste, fine taste, emesallu 
tavern, hostel, aštammu 
tax, emittu 
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tax assessor, ēmidu 
tax (collected tax) esirtu 
tax, impose taxes, fines, load, land a boat, lean, to lean against, to reach, to cling to, to come in contact, 
to stand nearby, take cover, refuge, to place a lean upon or against something, to inflict diseases, to 
assign, accuse, support, to join, unite, mix, add up, to be joined together, meet, emēdu 
tax on date orchards, esittu 
tax, religious ceremony, mobilization, diku 
tear, weeping, dīmtu 
teeth, gnash the teeth, to bare the teeth, to rage, to be raging, gaṣāṣu 
tell, to speak, to talk, relate, recite, come to agreement, negotiate, plead, litigate, complain, dabābu 
temple, ekurru, eššu 
temple building, in a temple complex, esikillu 
temple cella, sanctum of a temple, atmanu 
temple cook, endibbu, engisu, engû   
temple designation, emāḫu 
temple district, building or section reserved for the women of the nadītu-class, gagû 
temple festival, akītu 
temple, great temple (large temple), a name of the nether world, i.e., the temple of Anu in Uruk, ešgallu 
temple inner room, emāšu 
temple official, ēpiš dulli ša ṭiddi 
temple official, esikillu, in ša esikilli 
temple official, administrator, ababdû 
temple, part of temple complex, agarunnu, agrunnu 
temple steward, abarakku  
temple structure, ajakku 
temple, treasurer, enkummu 
temple visitor, person admitted to all parts of the temple, ērib bīti 
ten, group of ten persons, eširtu 
ten, foreman of a group of ten men, eširtu 
ten, number ten, ešir 
ten times, ešrīšu  
tenancy of a field held by an errēšu-tenant, errēšūtu 
tenancy of a house, aššābūtu 
tenant farmer, cultivator, errēšu 
tenant, living in a house, inhabitant of town, sitting, present, ašbu 
tenant, resident, aššābu 
tenth, adj., eŝrû 
tenth, one tenth, tithe, tithe land, ešrû 
tenth part, tithe, ešrētu 
terminated, whole, complete, full, settled, finished, gamru 
termination, totality, gamirtu, gamartu 
terrain, region, land, area, field, eqlu 
terrible, awe-inspiring, angry, furious,  adj., ezzu 
terrifying, angry, adj., galtu 
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territory, scales, earth, loose earth, debris, dust,  ore, mortar, soil, area volume, eperu 
testicles’ treatment, artartena, artartennūtu 
testify, to give testimony, mukinnūtu 
that, the other, allû 
that, so that, on account of the fact, because, aššum 
that, those, ammiu, ammītu (f.) 
that, this, agâ, aga’a, agaja, aga’I, annû 
then, this then, annittān 
then, thereupon, anūmišu
there, akannaka, akannakunu, allukâ, ammakam, anummānum 
there, thereto, ašriš 
there, to there, here, from there, ašrānu 
there, from there, allānum, ammânum 
there, he is there, anamašu 
there, thither, anummiš 
they, pron. aššunu 
thick, *ebû 
thick, serious, savage, reliable, massive, legitimate, loud, steady, urgent, pressing, powerful, mighty, 
essential, dangerous, difficult, great, grave, fortified, fierce, binding, heavy, hard, solid, strong,  
obstinate, bad, tyrannical, harsh, imperative, dannu 
thickness, ebītu 
thickness, become even thickness, to speak severely, bequeath, contend for superiority, deliver 
promptly, reinforce, make valid, to become strong, strengthen, to increase, become stronger, danānu 
thick, to be thick, ebû 
thicket (foreign word) armahhu 
thicket, reed, apu 
thief, ekkēmu 
thief, criminal, ardadu 
this, the aforementioned, anummû 
this, agannû, *annīnû 
this, that, agāšû, annû 
this, the one in question, annimû 
thither, there, anummiš 
thither, toward there, that way, ammîšam 
thorn, ešēgu, ešēku 
thornbush, amû 
thorny plant, probably camel-thorn, egu 
thresh barley by stomping on it, to trample upon, to destroy, to trample, dāšu 
threshing floor, adru, idru” 
threshing sledge, dajaštu 
threatening, alpu 
thrive, to prosper, to inject an enema, clear up, to give birth easily, to charge (an enemy), straighten up, 
to  go straight toward, to thrive, to prosper, to be or become all right, to move the bowels, to proceed, 
to move straight ahead, to cause to move along a straight or correct course, to make do the right thing, 
to prepare, to proceed, march on, to send, dispatch, to put or keep in good order, to set aright, to 
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provide justice, to give correct decisions, insure the correct performance of a ritual, to advance against, 
to become successful, to be put in order, to be fitted out correctly, ešēru 
throne, aštû 
thrown, to be thrown down, to trample upon, throw over or back, press hard, treat harshly, darāsu 
throwstick, addu 
throwingstick (of the Suteans) atû 
thunderstorm, storm, addu
thus, in the following way, akanna, kennam 
thus, just as, accordingly, appitti 
tied, girt, to be girt, to have cramps, to cause cramps, ebeţu 
tied around the waist, ezhu 
tillage, agricultural work, act, ritual, manufacture, evil magic, crew, construction, handywork, epištu 
tin, annakum anu 
tired, weary, ānihu 
tireless, ānihu, in la ānihu 
tithe land, ešrû, in ša muhhi ešrȋ 
tithe, tenth part, ešrētu 
tithe, tithe land, tenth, one tenth, ešrû 
title of an official, abdû 
to, for, up to, toward, against, upon, from, ana 
to, towards, more than, over, on account of, on, at the debit of, against, above, upon, beyond, eli 
today, agāmi 
toil, to exert oneself, anāḫu 
tongs? allunātu 
tongue-tied, heavy, to be heavy, eqēqu 
tool, a tool, among measuring containers, tools, abutū, aputū 
top part, top pack, deception, garment, upper or outer garment, insincerity, high land, high terrain, 
outside, outer or upper part, penthouse, upper millstone, elītu 
topographical term, attinaša 
tormentor, dâku, in bēl dâki 
totality, gamrūtu 
totality, termination, gamartu, gamirtu 
toward, against, for, to, up to, upon, from, ana 
toward, to the side of, dais 
tower, siege tower, fortified area, dimtu 
tower on city wall, asītu 
town, synonym for town, adašu
trained, ahzu 
traitor, arnu, in amēl arni 
trample upon, thresh barley by stomping on it, to destroy, dāšu 
trample, upon, throw over or back, press hard, treat harshly, oppressively, be thrown down, darāsu 
transfer, to be transferred, to transgress, to be transgressed, to go beyond or exceed, to by-pass, avoid, 
move objects past, go overland, elapse, to cross, pass along (walking), to advance on or continue a 
journey, to march in review, to pass by, to pass through, to send on overland, to make pass on or 
proceed, to pass objects on, to hand over,  to go through with a ritual, to allow time to elapse, cause 
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delay, to allow persons or boats to pass, to avert, etēqu 
transport, bring staples, materials, finished objects, abālu 
trap, a kind of trap, neck stock, kind of garment, erinnu 
travel, to travel, urhu, alāku 
travel uphill, ascend, to go up, go to higher ground, elû 
traveler, ālikānu 
traveler, courier, agent, allāku 
traveler, messenger, āliku 
travelers, a group of travelers in transit, ētiqtu 
traveling across the sky, pacing, adj., ebberu 
treachery, dishonesty, dāṣtu 
treasure, recommendation, prosperity, profit, grace, favor (divine) grace, gratitude, fame, fortune, good 
fortune, good luck, well-being, fortune, beauty, choice thing, darling, dumqu 
treasurer, ganzabaru 
treasurer of the temple, enkummu 
treat person or thing, build, construct, manufacture, to practice witchcraft, perform a divination, a 
ritual, to plant, to cultivate, permit (said of gods), to proceed, act, to act, be active, is, happens, epēšu 
treaty, to make a treaty, kittu-a’, māmītu, šiṭirtu 
tree, aromatic substance obtained from it, armāniš 
tree, a conifer, argānu 
tree, a native tree, e’ru 
tree, an indigenous tree, adāru 
tree, fruit tree,  vine, gapnu 
tree, Oriental plane tree, dulbu 
tree, synony for e’ru-tree, enītu 
tree, a tree, akabbu, akappu, agabb/ppu, erānu, galmar –(Hurrian word) 
tree, a tree, (foreign word), ararathu, arathu 
tree, a tree like Juniper, 
tree or shrub, ašbu  
tree, wood, a synonym for, anu 
trickster, ēpiš šiqbi 
trim, to cut, to mutilate, gaṣāṣu 
triumph, to achieve a triumph, litu 
troops, crack troops, ašarittu
troop concentration, to concentrate troops, to become all powerful, to show oneself superior in 
strength, to vie with one another, gašāru
trouble, confusion, dilhu, duluhhû 
trouble, sleeplessness, diliptu 
trouble, to confuse, ešû 
trouble, to cause trouble, to scare away, to fear, to be or become frightened, to frighten, to be or 
become nervous or restless, to quiver, twitch, to have a premature emission, to inspire fear, inspire awe, 
or respect, galātu 
trouble, vexation, dubbubtu 
troubled (become) interfere, confuse, denounce, disturb, embarrass, blur eyes, stir, roil water, dalāhu 
truly, surely, abarša
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trusteeship, ebbūtu 
trustworthy, proper, pure (religiously), polished, shining, lustrous, clean, holy, ebbu 
turn, to turn or roll over, to roll, to roll over, garāru 
turn, to turn into, change, ewû 
turn, to turn upside down, upset, ubbuku
twelfth month, addaru 
twenty (number), ešrā 
twentieth, born on the twentieth day, adj., ešrūa 
twig, ēru 
twine, to twine, to double, multiply, eṣēpu 
twist, to twist, become twisted, perverse, cross, confused, maneuver for a position, to feint, stumble, hobble, 
egēru 
twisted, crossed, crooked, perverse, egru
twitch, to quiver, to have a premature emission, to be or become restless or nervous, to be or become 
frightened, to fear, to frighten, to cause trouble, to scare away, to inspire fear, inspire awe, or respect, 
galātu 
tyrannical, thick, serious, savage, reliable, massive, legitimate, loud, steady, urgent, pressing, powerful, 
mighty, essential, dangerous, difficult, great, grave, fortified, fierce, binding, heavy, hard, solid, strong,  
obstinate, bad, harsh, imperative, dannu 
unattached, lone person, aloneness, isolated, ēdēnu  
unlucky, to become unlucky, tallaktu 
uncle, aḫi abi  
unclean, dirty, aršu 
unclean person (in a cultic sense) ellu, in la ellu 
ungodly, to do something ungodly, la banītu 
unite, support, tax, impose taxes, fines, load, land a boat, lean, to lean against, to reach, to cling to, to 
come in contact, to stand nearby, take cover, refuge, to place a lean upon or against something, to inflict 
diseases, to assign, accuse, to join, mix, add up, to be joined together, meet, emēdu 
unjust, to treat with injustice, to treat with disrespect, dâṣu 
unkind, to do an unkind thing, la ṭābtu 
unruly?, aššišu, in la aššišu 
unseemly, to do unseemly things, la naṭûtu 
until, gadu 
until now, adīni, adīnu, adīna  
until now, adini, adinu, andina 
until then, meanwhile, adišu 
until, while, as long as, adi, qadi, qadu 
up, upward, upstream, on high, on top, in excess, in addition, outwardly, loudly, eliš 
uplifted, dekû 
upstream, ēlītu 
upstream, over, in addition to, apart from, above, prep., elēn, elēnu 
up til, as far as, adi, gadu, qadu, hadu, ad 
up to, toward, against, for, to, upon, from, ana 
upon, to, towards, more than, over, on account of, on, at the debit of, against, above, beyond, eli 
upper, elēnû, elû 
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upper floor, story, ari 
upper part, upper world, top price, additional share or expense, upward adjustment, elâtu 
urgent, please! It is urgent! Apputtu 
urgent, pressing, powerful, mighty, essential, dangerous, difficult, great, grave, fortified, fierce, binding, 
heavy, hard, solid, strong,  thick, massive, steady, loud, legitimate, reliable, savage, serious, obstinate, 
bad, tyrannical, harsh, imperative, dannu 
used up, to be annihilated, ruined, to spend, to concentrate, to encompass, to possess in full, finish, to 
finish, to bring to an end, to control, to annihilate, to use up, to settle, to pay or deliver in full, to use 
one’s full strength, to render a final verdict, to cause to spend, to give in full, to hold together, to be 
brought to an end, to be settled, gamāru 
utensil (foreign word) aruthe 
utterance, news, report, spoken word, formula, amatu 
vassel, subject of a king, worshipper, servant, follower, soldier, ardu 
vassalage, worshipper, role of a worshipper, slavery, position of a royal official, ardūtu 
valuable, precious, aqqaru 
vanguard, leader, foremost, first, lead (animal), high ranking,  ašaridu 
vat, (for storing beer, wine, etc.), dannu 
vegetable, a vegetable, akkullaka or aqqullaku, dimmetu, gamartu 
vegetable, a bulbous vegetable, amuššu 
vegetable, bulb, ezizzu 
vegetable, a bulbous spring vegetable, andaḫšu 
vegetable, greenry, arqu 
vegetables, eršūtu 
verdict, dikurû 
verdict, final verdict, ditillû 
verdict, to render a final verdict, pay or deliver in full, to hold together, give in full, to be settled, used 
up, to be annihilated, ruined, to spend, to concentrate, to encompass, to possess in full, finish, to finish, 
to bring to an end, to control, to annihilate, to use up, to settle, to use one’s full strength, to cause to 
spend, to be brought to an end, gamāru 
verdict, punishment, legal practice, case, lawsuit, claim, court, judgement, decision, law, law article,   
dīnu 
very much, dannišamma 
very, severely, greatly, danniš 
very, greatly, adanniš 
vessel, a vessel, agû 
vessel for drawing water, aballu 
vessel, large, metal vessel, used for drinking water, assammû 
vessel with pointed bottom, for beer, wine, or milk, adagurru, adakurru  
vexation, trouble,  dubbubtu 
vie with one another, to show oneself superior in strength, to concentrate troops, to become all 
powerful, gašāru 
village by village, each village, ālišam
villany, abomination, anzillu 
vine, tree, fruit tree, gapnu 
vineyard-keeper, arazapanatašu 
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violence, lump, foundation, depth, bedrock, firm ground, force, fort, fortified house and area, severity, 
strength (physical), power, dunnu 
violence, severity (said of cold weather), force, might, superiority, strength, danānu 
violence, strength, armed forces, army, executive power, ability, value, emūqu 
violent, to commit a violent act, nīrtu 
violently, adv., emūqattam, galtiš 
virility, manliness, dūtu
visible, appear, to become visible, apû  
visit, to see personally, īnu, panū 
vomit, to vomit, arû 
wakefulness, ērūtu 
wagon, cart, cartload, the constellation UrsaMajor or Big Dipper, eriqqu 
wagon part, araziqqu 
wagon with solid wheels, attartu 
wait for, own, to take aim,  to attend to, belong to, look, to look at, look on with indifference, dagālu 
walk, to walk, girru 
wall, city wall, fortification wall, inner wall, fortress, house enclosure, parts of the human body, dūru 
wall, dividing wall, amartu 
wall (synonym) aduššu, adû 
wall foundation, asurrû 
wall, siege wall, dāiqu 
wander aimlessly, to prowl, wander about in despair, move unnaturally, move with indifference, dâlu
war, to go to war, ṣēru 
war, to make war, to quarrel, to start a lawsuit, to be hostile, to open up hostilities, gerû 
warlike manner, aggressively, dapniš 
warlike, martial, dappānu 
warp, dēpu 
warp, to lay a warp, dêpu 
warrior, brave one, ālilu, ēlilu, fem., āliltu, ēliltu 
washerman, fuller, ašiāku 
washerman, fuller craft, ašiākūtu 
washout, caused by river, abbu 
waste, desolation, armūtu 
wasteland, hard unusable soil, ašartu 
watch, to watch carefully, dâlu
watchful, to be alert, to alert, etēku 
water carrier, clouds (poetic word for clouds), elallu 
water conduit, amrummu 
water, drawing of water, dālûtu 
water flow, arabû 
water, holy water, asikilla  
water, muddy, agakku 
water “pump,” device for raising water, alû, elû, alallû 
water, rushing water, high water, edû 
water, receding water, abasigga 
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water, standing water after a flood, amirānu 
water, subterranean water, abyss, deep water, anzanunzû 
waters, underground fresh waters, engurru 
was, eŝkuru 
we, pron. anīni 
weak condition, anšūtu 
weak, destitute, powerless, humble,  deformed, crippled, akû, makû, akûtu (f.) 
weak, powerless, lean, enšu 
weak, shakey, to become impoverished, to become dilapidated, to be out of funds, enēšu 
weak, to become weak, anhūtu, lillûtu, mēniškūtu, ulālūtu 
weakened, anšu 
weakness, enšūtu 
weapon, blunt, end of weapon, agatukullu 
weapon, don a weapon or garment, edēqu 
weapon part, (Hurrian word): erattijani  
weariness, dilapidation, exhaustion, disrepair, anḫūtu 
weary,  tired, āniḫu 
weasel, ajāsu, jāsu 
weather, cold weather, valid tablet, ground, terrain, fortress, fortified place, famine, hard times, 
distress, foundation pit bottom, part of window, dannatu 
weaver, ēpiš tunši 
weeping, tear, dīmtu 
wedding (lit. in the house of the bride’s father where the wedding takes place), emu, in bīt emi 
wedding, house of the bride’s family where the wedding takes place, emūtu, in bīt emūti 
well, adv. *dumqiš
well, a well, dušû 
well (Hurrian word): arinnu 
well-being, choice thing, beauty, darling, treasure, recommendation, prosperity, profit, grace, favor (divine) 
grace, gratitude, fame, fortune, good fortune, good luck, fortune, dumqu
well-known, renowned,  edû 
well-trained (said of a scribe), ready (said of objects and people), finished (said of cloth), ersû  
west, adj. amurrānu 
west, cardinal point, west wind, amurru 
west, mountain pass, sunset, erebu 
well now, now then! agana 
wharf, embankment of a canal, arammu 
what, aba, abu 
whatever, as much as, ammar 
wheat? aršātu 
wheat, emmerwheat, a type of beer made from emmerwheat, dišiptuḫḫu 
wheel disk (of a wagon), atartu 
wheel rim, felly, allak (Kassite word) 
when, enūma, enūmišu 
whenever, wherever, ēma 
where? aj (ē ) 
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where? ajikāni, êkāni, êkānu 
where? ajikī’am, ajikâ, ajakam, ajaka, ajak, jaka, êkiam, êkâma, êkâ 
where? anīna, êš 
wherever, whenever, ēma 
wherever, whither, ēma 
wherefrom? ajānu, ajānum, ajānumma, ajāna, ajinna, jānum, jānumma, jānu, ja’nu 
whereto? ajīs, ajīšam, ajêša, êšam 
while, as long as, until, adi 
whip, ešṭuḫḫu 
whirl, to dance?, gâšu 
whisk, fly whisk, elû, in ša zubbī šūli 
whitewash, gaṣṣu, in mê gaṣṣi 
whitewash, gypsum, gaṣṣu  
whither? ajāniš 
whither, wherever, ēma 
who, which, what, ajû, jû, ajītu 
whoever you are, each and every one, m., f., attamannu 
whole, complete, full, terminated, settled, finished, gamru  
why, for what reason, also, interj., atā 
why now? ammīnannâ 
wily, wise, skilled, educated, experienced, emqu 
window part, weather, cold weather, valid tablet, ground, terrain, fortress, fortified place, famine, hard 
times, distress, foundation pit bottom, dannatu 
widow, almattu 
widow, status of a widow, almānūtu 
wife, aššatu 
wife, to marry,  make a woman a lawful wife, aššatu 
wife, woman, ašubbatu 
wife’s marriage status, aššūtu 
wild donkey, akkannu, akkānu 
wind, an icy-cold wind? erijatu 
window, window opening, aptu 
window, through the window, apāniš 
wing, fin abru, apru, gappu 
wisdom, eršūtu 
wise, adapu, angallu 
wise, adj., eršu 
wise, skilled, educated, experienced, wily, emqu 
wise man, apkallu 
wise, sage, āšišu 
wise woman, apkallatu 
wish, desire, erēšu 
wish, request, object of desire, ominous mark in divination, erištu 
wish, sight, mirror, gaze, eyesight, object looked upon, diglu 
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wish fulfillment, to fulfill a wish, to carry out a wish, ṣibûtu 
witchcraft, to practice witchcraft, kišpū, ruhû 
witchcraft, to practice witchcraft, treat person or thing, build, construct, manufacture, perform a 
divination, a ritual, to plant, to cultivate, permit (said of gods), to proceed, act, to act, be active, is, 
happens, epēšu 
with, gadu 
with, instead of, from, before, in the presence of, ašar 
with respect to, related to, because of, concerning, on behalf of, on account of, aššum 
witness, eye witness, āmerānu
witnesses, offenders in court, dajānē, amatu 
witness, onlooker, reader, āmiru
woe, alas! aḫūla, aḫūlamma 
woman, (in Hurrian): aštu 
woman, free woman, amīltu 
woman of low status, captive, asirtu 
woman, official in charge of the women, amīltu 
woman, wailing woman, ama’irrû 
woman who is barren, ālittu, in la ālittu, wālittu 
woman, wife, ašubbatu 
woman with forelock, ša abûsāti 
woman, young woman, ardatu 
wood,  eṣṣu  
wood, a cut of wood, appu 
wood, a kind of wood, aši’u, azālu, (Hurrian word): *ašluḫḫe 
wood, a precious wood, elammakku 
wood, curved piece of wood, akuṣīmu, kīṣumu, akuṣīmanu, kuṣīmānu 
wood, dry wood, aḫḫu 
wood, synonym for wood, akalūtu, kalūtu 
wood, tree, a synonym for, anu  
wood, kindling wood, ešše’u 
wood, reed or wood for kindling, gibillu 
wooden object, aḫušhu 
wooden piece of furniture, atmû 
wooden structure, argibillu 
wool, red purple wool, argamannu 
wool, black wool, atû 
word, talk, report, gossip, rumor, matter, legal case, lawsuit, agreement, dibbu 
word, faculty of speech, dababtu 
wording, speech, ability to speak, pronouncement, atmû 
work, act, activity, evil magic, epēšu 
work, assigned work, altaru 
workman, ēpiš šipri 
workmen, group, gang of workmen, gâ’u 
work quotas, to compute work quotas, adû 
work, summoned corvee work, levy of a group, marching into battle, dikûtu 
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work, task, dullulu 
work, to do assigned work, šipru-a’  
work, to do a month’s work, arhu 
work, to perform additional work, šēṣubutu 
work, to perform corvée work, kudurru 
work, to perform a work, šipru 
work quota of menial servant, adû, addû 
work, to work in an assigned territory, mešḫu 
worker, a type of worker, aḫānu 
worker, agricultural, amandēnu, used in ša amandēni 
worker in a field, ālik eqli 
workman, ēpiš dulli 
workman, sorcerer, reed plaiter, ēpišu 
workshop, field, cultivated field, dullu, in bīt dulli  
world, as to extent and inhabitants, adnātu, dadmū 
worried man, dalḫānu 
worried, to be worried, disturbed, restless, adāru 
worried, to become worried, eclipsed (said of the moon), nanduru 
worried, to mistreat, suffer spasms, be distressed, cause distress, disturbed, despair, distraught,  ašāšu 
worry, depression, dejection,  ašuštu 
worshipper, servant, vassel, subject of a king, follower, soldier, ardu 
worshipper, role of a worshipper, vassalage, slavery, position of a royal official, ardūtu 
wound caused by piercing, severed, part, diaphragm, pain, piercing pain, dikšu 
wrath, ezzu 
wrathful, adj., *ennenu 
wrestler, ša abāri 
wrinkle one’s nose, to sniff, ganāṣu 
wrong, to do wrong, ḫibiltu 
wronged, oppressed, dullulu 
wrongdoing, punishment, offense, misdeed, fine, guilt, arnu 
wrought, finished, built on (said of a house), adjusted, cultivated, epšu 
yellow dye or paste, eškadrû 
yellow, green, (as in gold: hurāšu ar-qu), arqu  
yes, indeed, anna, anni, annû
yesterday, amšali, amšalītam, amšat 
you, pron. m. sing., atta (attu) 
you, pron. f. sing., atti, f. pl., attina 
young, small animal, fledgling, young man, atmu 
young man, ajaru 
young man, man, eṭlu 
younger brother, second place or rank, duppussû 
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